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ABSTRACT
The Geometry oe the Space oe Oriented Geodesics
OF Hyperbolic 3-Space
By
Nikos Georgiou

In this thesis we construct a Kahler structure (J, G) on the space
L(IHI^) of oriented geodesics of hyperbolic 3-space
and investigate its
properties. We prove that (L(]HI^),J) is biholomorphic to
x P^ — A
where A is the reflected diagonal, and that the Kahler metric G is of
neutral signature, conformally flat and scalar flat.
We establish that the identity component of the isometry group
of the metric G on L(IHI^) is isomorphic to the identity component
of the hyperbolic isometry group. We show that the geodesics of G
correspond to ruled minimal surfaces in H^, which are totally geodesic
iff the geodesics are null.
We then study 2-dimensional submanifolds of the space L(]HI^) of
oriented geodesics of hyperbolic 3-space, endowed with the canonical
neutral Kahler structure. Such a surface is Lagrangian iff there exists
a surface in
orthogonal to the geodesics of E.
We prove that the induced metric on a Lagrangian surface in L(]HI'^)
has zero Gauss curvature iff the orthogonal surfaces in
are Weingarten: the eigenvalues of the second fundamental form are functionally
related. We then classify the totally null surfaces in L(IHI^) and recover
the well-known holomorphic constructions of flat and CMC 1 surfaces
111
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CHAPTER 1

Overview
1.1.

Review of current literature

Twistor theory was originally created by Roger Penrose [28] in 1967
while trying to unify general relativity and quantum mechanics. This
theory maps geometric oljjects of the four dimensional (pseudo) Rieniannian 4-manifold (Minkowski space) into geometric objects in a four
dimensional complex space and, in particular, allows one to convert
harmonic functions on a 4-manifold M to nieromor])hic functions on
its twistor space L(M).
Over the last forty years twistor theory has been developed further
by Penrose and Atiyah, with crucial input from Ward [40] [41] and
Hitchin [21] [20].
By “Minitwistor” theory, we mean twistor theory, but with a (pseudo)
Riemannian manifold of dimension three. The twistor space L(M) is
just the space of oriented geodesics of M.
In this work we consider the minitwistor space L(M^), where
is a 3-manifold of constant curvature. In this case, the minitwistor
space is a four dimensional manifold which carries a natural complex
structure J [21]. In the case where

is Euclidean 3-space E^, this

complex structure was used by Weierstrass [43] to construct minimal
surfaces in E^, while Whittaker used it to find solutions of the Laplace

eciuation [45]. A modern re-emergence of this complex structure occurs
in Hitchin’s work on static monopoles which arise in theoretical physics
[21]. See also [34] [35] [36] for the minitwistor construction of minimal
surfaces.
More recently, Guilfoyle and Klingenberg have constructed Kahler
structures on L(M^) where

is Euclidean 3-space and

= Ef

is Lorentzian 3-space [14] [15] [17]. In this v/ork, geometric problems
in E^ were investigated and succesfully solved, using the mini-twistor
space L(E'^) [13] [16].
These recent results on Euclidean 3-space E^, lead us to investigate
a similar method of exploring geometric problems in hyperbolic 3-space
via the Kahler structure of its minitwistor space L(IHI^).

1.2.

Main results

In chapter 2, w^e give the basic geometric tools on Riemannian man
ifolds that we will require. In chapter 3, we present the construction
of a Kahler structure (G, O, J) on L(]HI^). From a holomorphic point of
view we show that:

Theorem 3.2.1. The complex surface (L(IHI^), J) is biholomorphic
to P X

A, where A is the reflected diagonal (see Definition 3.1.2).

The P^ in the Theorem refers to the boundary of the Poincare ball
model of H^, considered as the past and future infinities of the oriented
geodesics, from which L(IHI^) inherits its complex structure.
W^e then turn to the Kahler metric G and prove:

Theorem 3.2.2. The Kahler metric G is of neutral signature, is
conformally flat, scalar flat and non-Einstein.
Despite the (-I--I----- ) signature of the metric G, we show in chapter
4 that this metric on L(IHI^) faithfully reflects the hyperbolic metric g
on

in the following sense:
Theorem 4.0.1. The identity component of the isometry group of

the metric G on L(IHI^) is isomorphic to the identity component of the
hyperbolic isometry group.
It is important to mention that Salvai has proved that the metric
with this i)roperty is unique [33].
Submanifold theory of L(]H1^) is considered in chapter 5. In partic
ular, a curve in L(IHI^) is a 1-paranieter family of oriented geodesics in
a rilled surface. We then characterise the ruled surfaces that arise
as geodesics in L(lHl^):
Theorem 5.1.1. The geodesics of the Kahler metric G are gen
erated by the 1-paranieter subgroups of the isometry group of G. A
ruled surface generated by a geodesic of G is a minimal surface in H^,
and the geodesic is null iff the ruled surface is totally geodesic.
The oriented geodesics normal to a surface S in

form a surface

in L(IHI^) which is Lagrangian with respect to the Kahler structure. In
fact, the study of surfaces in

is equivalent, at least locally, to the

study of Lagrangian surfaces in L(M^). The induced metric of such a
surface in L(]HI^) is either Lorentz or degenerate. In general:

Theorem 5.2.1. Let E be a surface in L(IHI^). The induced metric
is Lorentz (degenerate, Riemannian) iff |cr|2-A2 >0(=0,<0), where
A and a are the twist and the shear of the geodesic congruence E (see
equations (5.2.4)).
Special classes of surfaces in hyperbolic 3-space have been studied
for many decades, with various constructions being developed and ap
plied to the particular class of surfaces under consideration. Surfaces
of constant mean curvature 1 have been investigated in [3] [35], while
flat surfaces have been treated in [25] [24] [32].
The common feature of these surfaces is that they are Weingarten
[44]: they have some si)ecified functional relationship between the
eigenvalues of the second fundamental form. Other forms of this rela
tionship have been considered [9] [26] and uniqueness results obtained
for Weingarten surfaces in

[5] [18]. In chapter 6 we first give a new

characterization of the Weingarten condition for surfaces in
Theorem 6.1.1. Let 5 c

be a C‘^ smooth immersed oriented

surface and E C L(IHI^) be the Lagrangian surface formed by the ori
ented geodesics normal to S. Assume that the metric

induced on E

by the neutral Kahler metric is non-degenerate. Then S is Weingarten
iff the Gauss curvature of Gx: is zero.
Totally null surfaces in L(IHI^) can be either a or P surfaces in L(IHI^).
In particular:
Theorem 6.2.2. and 6.2.3. An immersed surface E in L(IHI^) is an
a-surface iff E is the oriented normal congruence of
10

(1) a geodesic sphere, or
(2) a horosphere, or
(3) a totally geodesic surface
in

while a /^-surface in L(IHI^) is a piece of a torus which, up to

isometry, is either

(1) L(M2), where

c

or

(2) Cl X C2 C 5^ X 5^ — A, where Ci is a circle given by the
intersection of the 2-sphere and a plane containing the north
l)ole, and C2 is the image of Ci under reflection in the horizontal
l)lane through the origin.
In chapter 6 we also recover the holomori)hic constructions of flat
and CMC 1 surfaces in

from the following two theorems:

Theorem 6.3.1. Let S be an oriented
with normal geodesic congruence / : LI

smooth surface in
L(]HI^) parameterized 1)y

//2 =

Then S is flat iff //2 is an anti-holomorphic function of /ii.
Theorem 6.4.1. An immersed Lagrangian surface given by

^2

=

//2(/^i,Mi) has an orthogonal CMC 1 surface if and only if <Jo is holomorphic, where
dfi2
(^0

(1 +/il/7,2)^

11

CHAPTER 2

Geometric Background
In this Chapter, we give the geometric background on the Rieinannian geometry.
In section 2.1 we define the exterior product on the exterior algebra
AP{V) for an n-dimensional vector space V endowed with metric <, >
and we study its properties. In section 2.2 we define the Hodge star
operator * which will play a crucial role in the study of totally null
surfaces in the minitwistor space L(IHI^). In section 2.3 we define the
metric g on an 7i-diniensional smooth manifold M and we study its
properties (mainly in local coordinates). The metric gives rise to a
new object in mathematics: the Riemannian manifold {M,g).
Later we define an important differentiation on A/ depending on
its metric g which gives the notion of the parallel vector field along a
curve c on M.
In section 2.4 we give the definition and the geometric interpretation
of a geodesic in a Riemannian manifold {M,g). In section 2.5 we define
one of the most important tools in Riemannian geometry, which is the
Riemann curvature tensor. We state the main properties of this tensor,
such as the first Bianchi Identity, and we also define the following
curvatures: the sectional curvature, the Ricci curvature tensor and the
scalar curvature.
13

In section 2.6 we study the infinitesimal variations on nearby geo
desics and how the curvature effects these variations. Such infinitesimal
variations along a given geodesic are given by the Jacobi fields along
the geodesic.
The isometry group of a Riemannian manifold is described by Killing
vectors in section 2.7. In section 2.8 we study submanifold theory of
a Riemannian manifold and we introduce the tools that determine the
intrinsic and the extrinsic geometry of the submanifold.
In section 2.9 we define an almost complex structure on a real vector
space. The almost complex structure and the complex structure in a
manifold M is studied in section 2.10 and we give the condition for
an almost complex structure J on i\I to be a complex structure. The
symplectic structure on a manifold is introduced in section 2.11.
Finally in section 2.12 we construct totally null planes in real four
dimensional vector sj^aces endowed with neutral metric.

2.1.

Exterior algebra

Definition 2.1.1. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space. The

exterior algebra of K, denoted by A^{V) is a real vector space such
that for A G Ap{V), X =

^ ••• ^ ^i(p)) ^^r elements Ui^^) of V,

where 1 < ?‘(1) < ... < i{p) < n.

One can also define the exterior algebra as the quotient space of the
tensor algebra V <S) ■■■

(p-tinies) by the set of symmetric p tensors.
14

For exaini)le:
W2 + U2 ^ Ui),

A^(V^) = F 0

where Ui, 112 G V.

Proposition 2.1.1. (Properties of the

Exterior Algebra)

For Wi,..., Up, w ^ V,

(1) For any scalar a G M and k G {1, ...,p},
Ui A ... A {aiif; + w;) A ... A tip = a{ui A ... A Up) + {ui A ... A re A ... A ?ip).
(2) If Ui — Uj for some i 7^ j, then Ui A ... A Up = 0.
is a basis for V', then [a^] =

(3) If

A...Ard^P^|l <

z(l) < ... < r(p) < n} is a basis for A^{V).
(4) Ui A ... A Up —

A ... A u^^^\ where I — (f(l), ■■■, ‘iip))

and
Pi = ^ {sgn or) • a^(/) = ^ {sgn a) ■ aia{i)---Upa{p).
aeSn

(reSn

Proposition 2.1.2.

dim(AP(P)) =
.P
Recall that for vector spaces V and IF, a linear transformation (j) G
L{V, IF), is mapping from V to IF such that
(l){au + e) = a({){u) +
where u,v G V and a G M.
15

0

(r;),

Definition 2.1.2. A multilinear map is a transformation ip -.V x
... X V = VP

W such that;

,..., auk+w, ...,Up)

ip{ui

,..., Up)-\-ip{ui,..., w,..., Up),

= aip{ui

a G M.

The map is called alternating if for some a G Sm
ipiu^u ...,u„p) = sgn(cr) • ll)(ui, ...,Up).
The space of multilinear alternating maps is denoted by Ap{V,W).
When p = 2, a multilinear map is called a bilinear map.
Note that Cross products and determinants of nonsingnlar matrices
are multilinear alternating maps.
Theorem 2.1.1. (Universal Mapping Property)
For each </> G Ap{V,W) there exists a nnicpie 0 G L(Ap(U),IF) such
that the following diagram commutes:
U X ... X

= VP

AP{V)-

Definition 2.1.3. There exists a unique bilinear map A^(U) x
A'^(U) —> AP^^{V) defined by (A,p) (—> A A p, for A G Ap{V) and
1.1

G A^{V). This map is called the exterior product.
Proposition 2.1.3. (Properties of the Exterior Product)
16

Let A 6 AP{V), /x G A^{V) and v G A^{V).
(1) \ A {id A v) = {X A IJ,) A V.
(2) If g = r, then AA(/x + x;) = AA/x + AAx;
(3) AA/x, = (-l)PV A A.

Proposition 2.1.4. For any A G L{V,V),

det.4 = ^ sgn(cr) • aiaii)--anain)aeSj,

This result can be generalized to see that, if T G L{V,W), the map
0 G Ap{V^\ AP(W)) defined by 0 : (x/i,..., xxp)

induces a linear nmp

(Tui) A ... A (Tup)

G Z/(x\p(V"), xV^^(ir)) called the exterior

power ofT.

Definffion 2.1.4. An inner product on

is Ixilinear map, denoted

< •, • >, having the following properties
(1) < u, v >=< a, XX >, for every xx, x; G M^.
(2) (Non-degeneracy) If < xx, x; >= 0 for every v G M”, then xx = 0.

Note that, unlike the linear algebra definition of the inner product, it
is not necessary for an inner product to be non-negative. In particu
lar, in certain inner product spaces, like Minkowski and Lorentz inner
products used in physics, the inner product may be indefinite.
17

Lemma 2.1.1. For any basis

an inner product is non

degenerate if
^< Ui,Ui >

...

< Up,Ui

det

7^0

y<Ui,tip>

...

<Up,Up>J

Proposition 2.1.5. For each inner product space, there exists a
V

E V such that < v,v >— ±1.
We then obtain the following definition;
Definition 2.1.5. Each basis {id,..., u"} of V, where <

>=

±1 and < u\ iP >= 0 for each z 7^ j G (1,..., n} is an orthonormal basis
and the signature of the inner product space is cxpial to t = 2r — n,
where r is the nuinber of plus signs.
Proposition 2.1.6. Every cj) e L(V^, R) is of the form (/>(•) =<

•, u > for some v E V.
Proposition 2.1.7. Suppose V is an inner product space. Then

there exists an inner product on p-forms, < •,

• >p,

defined by

^ < Ui,Vi >

...

< Up,Vi

y<Ui,Up>

...

<Up,Vp>J

< Ui A ... A Up, Ui A ... A Vp >p= det

18

is an orthonormal basis of V,

Proposition 2.1.8. If

then {a^} is an orthonormal basis for Ap{V).
Definition 2.1.6. Two orthonormal bases Bi =
-^2

= {td,...,

and

of P are said to have the same orientation if there is

a linear transformation T G L{V, V) defined by Tv^’ = u'^ such that T
has positive determinant.

2.2.

The Hodge star operator

To define the Hodge star operator, we first choose an orientation
and an orthonormal basis with this orientation (Note that we have two
ecpiivalence classes for the set of orthonormal bases). With respect to
this orientation and orthonormal basis, there is an orthonormal basis
element a G A”(P)Recall that for any A G A^(P), the map

A”(P) defined by

// 1-^ // A A is linear. By the Universal Mapping Theorem, there is a
miique map / G L(A^‘“^(U), A”(U)) such that p.AA = f-a. Proposition
2.1.6 implies that there exists a unique element *A G A”“P(U) such that
f{fi) =< *A,/x >. Hence,

,*X > -a,

/i A A =<
for every p, G A”

22 1

( . . )

V).

^{

Definffion 2.2.1. The map * ; A^(U) —> A’^ ^(P) defined by A

*A is the Hodge Star Operator.
19

In particular, the Hodge star operator provides a natural isomor
phism between A^(H) and
Proposition 2.2.1. For every uj e A^(V^),
_-i\p(n-p)+n-r
**a) _
= ((-!)'’<
UJ,

where n is the dimension of the vector space V and r is the number of
l)lus signs of the metric
Examples: Let P =

with standard coordinates

and

consider the following metrics on
go —

Qi

=

ds^ = {dx^Y + {dx‘^Y +

+ {dx^Y,

ds^ = [dx^Y + {dx^Y + {dx'^Y

~

{dx'^Yi

g2 — ds^ — {dx^Y + {dxY^ — {dx^Y ~ {dx^^Consider the Hodge star operator * : A^(M‘*) ^ A^(R‘^) in each case of
metric given above.
On (^'*,^0)5 the metric go is of signature (+ + ++) and therefore the
value p{n — p) + n —

from Proposition 2.2.1 equals 4.

Then for

UJ G A^(IR'^) we have
* * a; = (-l) pin-p)+n-r^

= u;.

On {R'^.gi), the metric gi is of signature (+ + H—). Then p{n — p) +
n — r = b and therefore
* * a; = ( —1)^^ n—p)+n—r UJ — —UJ.
20

Finally, on (IR‘^,^2), tl^e metric

^2

is of signature (+ H------ ) and so

p{n — p) + n — r = 6 which gives

^ ^ u =

2.3.

= iU.

Riemannian metric

Let M be an n-diniensional smooth manifold and g be a symmetric
covariant tensor field of rank 2 on M. If {U, x^) is a local coordinate
system on M, then the tensor field g can be expressed as
(2.3.1)
on U, where gij = gji is a smooth function on U. The metric g provides
a bilinear function on TpM at every point p € M. Suppose for A", Y G
TpM that A = X^d/dx\Y = Y^dldx\ then
(j(X,Y) = giiX*Y>

(2.3.2)

We say that the tensor g is nondegenerate at the point p if, whenever
X G TpM and
g(X,Y} = 0,
for all y G TpM, then A = 0. That is, g is nondegenerate at p iff the
system of linear equations
gijX^ = 0,

1 < j < u,

has zero as its only solution, i.e. det{gij) ^ 0.
21

If for all X G T^M we have

^(A^X)>0,

(2.3.3)

and the equality holds iff X = 0, then we say g is positive definite at
p. From linear algebra a necessary and sufficient condition for g to be
I)ositive definite is that the matrix {gifi is positive definite. Thus a
positive definite tensor g is necessarily nondegenerate.
Definition 2.3.1. If in an 7i-dimensional smooth manifold M is
given a smooth, everywhere nondegenerate symmetric covariant tensor
field g of rank 2, then M is called a generalized Rieniannian manifold,
and g is called a metric tensor of M. If g is positive definite, then M
is called a Riernannian manifold.
For a generalized Hieniannian manifold M, (6.1.1) specifies an inner
product on the tangent space TpM at every point p G M, and we denote
<X,y >=y{X.Y) = g,jX'YK

(2.3.4)

Wdien g is positive definite, we define the length of a tangent vector
|X| = ^g,jX'XJ,

(2.3.5)

and the angle between two tangent vectors at the same point,
cosZ(.Y,y) =

< X, Y >

(2.3.6)

Thus a Riemannian manifold is a differentiable manifold which has a
positive definite inner product on the tangent space at every point.
22

The inner product will be required to be smooth: if X, Y are smooth
tangent vector fields , then < X,Y > is a smooth function on Af.
The differential 2-tensor
(2.3.7)

ds^ = QijdY'dx^

is independent of the choice of the local coordinate system (x*) and is
usually called the Riemannian metric.
When the local coordinate system is changed into (.r'*) by using
= x^{x'^), the transformation formula for the components of the
metric tensor g is
,
dij

dx^' dx^

Since tlie matrix {gij) is nondegenerate, it has an inverse which we
denote by (g^), i.e.
(/’'fJkj — (Jjkf/' -

(2.3.8)

Then it is easy to show that the transformation formula for g^^ under
the change of coordinates is given by
, dx'^ dx'^
g''^ = 9"
dx^ dx^

(2.3.9)

With the help of the metric tensor, we may identify a tangent space
with a cotangent space, and hence a contravariant vector and a covari
ant vector can be viewed as different expressions of the same object.
In fact, if X G TpM let
a^{Y) = g{X, T),

for
23

T G TpM.

(2.3.10)

Then o,.v is a linear functional on Tpi\/, i.e., ay ^ T*M. Conversely,
since g is nondegenate, any element of T*M can be expressed in the
form ax- Thus a establishes an isomorphism between T^M and T*M.
If A" = X^d/dx^ and ax — Xidx\ then we obtain from (2.3.10) that
(2.3.11)
In general, if Tj^. is a (l,2)-type tensor, then
Tiik = gi,T‘„

=

cf‘Ti„

(2.3.12)

are (0, 3)-type and (2, l)-type tensors, respectively. The operations in
(2.3.12) are usually called the lowering and raising of tensorial indices,
respectively.
Let {M,g) be a Rieniannian manifold and ^ : N

M an immer

sion. For n, ?; G TpN we set
/ip(u,'c)

(d^*pa, T,,,pu).

Then h defines a Rieniannian metric on M because T*p is an injec
tion, h is called the induced metric from g via T, and we also denote
h —

g. Thus every submanifold of a Rieniannian manifold admits

an induced metric.

Definition 2.3.2. The volume element of an orientable Rieniann
ian manifold (il/, g) is defined locally to be the n-form D
D=

det{gij)\dx^ A ... A dx^.
24

Let D be a regular domain in M, f a differential^le function of compact
support on M, then the integral of f over' D is Jq f =

f^-

We now consider differentiable maps between two given Riemannian
manifolds {M,g) and {N,h).
Definition 2.3.3. Let {M, g), {N, h) l)e Riemannian manifolds. A

smooth map $ : M —> A’ is called an isometric immersion (resp.
local isometry) if

= g (resp.

diffeomorphism ^ : M

$*/i = g dim M = dim A).

A

A with ^*h — g is called an isometry^ and

such A/, A are said to be isometric. In particular, a diffeomor])hisni $
of A/ with <I>*^ = ^ is called an isometry of (A/, g).
From the inverse mapping theorem, for any local isometry d> : A/ ^
A and for any p G A/, there exist open neighborhoods U of p and V of
such that d>|[/ : A

V is an isometry.

Does there always exist a Riemannian metric on a given manifold
Ml
Since we assume that A/ is paracompact, M may be embedded in
^2m

py Whitney’s Theorem, and M admits an induced

metric from {Ef^^,go). We can also argue as follows. Take a partition
of unity [pa] subordinate to an atlas A = {(A^, (^a)}ae.4 of
4>q{Uq) are open sets of R”’ and admit Riemannian metrics
ha

as

Pa

•

4>*a9a

OH A^ aiid 0 outside

Ua,

Then
Defining

we get a smooth symmetric

tensor field of type (0, 2) on A/, which gives a Riemannian metric on
an open subset of Ua given by Pa > 0. Then g =

ha is in fact a

finite sum on a neighborhood of every point, and positive definite since
25

there exists an a with

> 0 at every point. Thus ^ is a Riemannian

metric on M.

curve c : [a,b]

Definition 2.3.4. For a

M we define its

length Lc by;

Lc= f

\\c{t)\\dt,

Ja

and its arc-length s{t) by:
Sc{t) = [ \\cit)\\dt,
Ja
where c = c^{d/dt).
If c is regular (i.e. c{t) 7^

0, t G [u,^>]),

the arc-length

Sc

=

Sc[t)

is

strictly monotone increasing, because s'^{t) = l|c(t)|| > 0.

Denoting by t — t{Sc) the inverse function, we get the parametrization of a curve by arc-length, c(sc) = c(t(sc)), 0 <

< Lc-

Note that in this case case we have ||c(sc)|l = |!t^(sc) •c(t(sc))|| = 1.
In general, a curve is said to be normal if ||c(0ll =

of constant

speed (or parametrized proportionally to the arc-length) if ||c(f)|| is
constant.
Let p, q be two points of M and consider the set of all curves joining
them. This set is not empty if p and q are in the same connected
component of M.

Definition 2.3.5. The distance, dg{p, q) between two points p and

q, on a Riemannian manifold {M,g), is the infcTc where inf^ is taken
over all curves joining p and q.
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It can be proven that {M,dg) is a metric space and its topology
is the same as the original manifold topology. We also see that <I>
is an isometry between two Riemannian manifolds iff $ preserves the
distance.
Let ^{M) be the set of all vector fields of class 0°° on M.

Definition 2.3.6. A linear connection V : X{M) x X{M) —>
X{M) on the tangent bundle TM is characterized by:
Vx+yi? = V.vZ + Vv Z,
V/A-r = /Vav;

VA(y + z) = VaI' + VaZ,
Vs(fY) = (Xf)Y + fVsY,
for X,Y,Z G X{M), f G

where X{M) be the algebra of the

functions on M.

Using a linear connection V on a smooth manifold M we can define
the torsion T to be the following tensor
T(A, Y) = VaU - VyA - [A, U],
where the bracket [ , ] : X{M) x X{M)

A, Y G A(Af),
X{AI) is the Lie bracket

which is defined by
[X,Y\f = X{Yf)-Y(Xf),
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Theorem 2.3.1. [39] Let M be a Riemannian manifold. Then
there exists a unique linear connection V on TM satisfying the follow
ing conditions:
VA-T-VyX = [X,y],

(2.3.13)

V.vp(y, Z) = ^(VaT, Z) + g{Y, VaZ),

(2.3.14)

where X^Y 6 X[M) and / G

We call the above linear connection V the Levi-Civita connection
of g and V vT the covaiiant derivative of Y by X.
Note that the map (A', T) G X{M) x X{M)

VaT G

X{M) is

not Z'(A/)-hnear with respect to T, and V does not define a tensor
field of type (1,2) on M.
Now let (^7,0) be a chart with coordinate system (.r*) and natural
basis {di = d/dx^]. Then

functions PL (1 < i,j,k < m) on U are

given by:

Vs,a, = r* a.
and are called the Christojfel symbols.
We may give a local formnla for the Christoffel symbols. Let {x^)
be local coordinates on an open set U and the metric tensor g be given
by ds^ = gijdx^dx^ with inverse g^f Then,
^k9ij —

= ^kidlj + ^kjdli^
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and therefore,
^ij = o9

{diOji + djQii - diQij).

(2.3.15)

From the above it is easily to see that F^^ = F^j.
Let {x^) and

be local coordinates in the open sets U and V

respectively with U DV ^ 0. Then in U DV we have the following
transformation:
^

dy'^ dx^ dx^
dx^ dy^ dy9

^

d'^x^ dy'^
dy'^dy^ dx^ ’

where F-j,r^^ are the Christoffel symbols with respect to local coordi
nates {x') and {y°‘) respectively.
The vector fields X, Y on U are written A' = X^di and Y = Y'^di
then we may write:

v.vV' = [x(v‘) + r^jX‘YJ]d,
Ill particular, {VxY)p depends only on Xp and the values of Y on a
curve in M which is tangent to Xp. So we also denote this vector by

v,v„yLet T(t) be a

vector field along a C°° curve c : [a,b]

M.

Namely Y : [a, 6] ^ TM is C°° and Y{t) G Tc{t)M. Then denoting
XcY also by Vg/gtY we have the following expression with respect to
a chart:
Y/a/atY = I ^
dt
where we set Y{t) = Y^di{c{t)), x^{t) = .F(c(t)).
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d,,

Definition 2.3.7. A vector field V(t) along a

curve c : [a, b]

M is said to be parallel along c if Vg/oty = 0.

Writing this condition locally we get
dY^
+
dt

= 0,

1 = 1,..., m

(2.3.16)

which is a system of linear ordinary differential equations of first order.
Then for any initial vector u G

we have a unique parallel vector

field U{t) along c with U{a) = u which is defined on the whole interval
[a, 6] and of class C°°.

Moreover, the map il ^ U is linear. The

linear map P(c)^ : Tc^a)^^

Tc{b)^^ defined by assigning U{b) to u

is called the parallel translation along the c. P{c)l is an isomorphism
with inverse map

: Tc{b)^I —^ Tc{a)^P We denote P{c~^)l by

P{c)^a- The {)arallel translations preserve the inner product, since for
parallel vector fields U{t), V{t) along c we get from (2.3.14):
d
g{Uit), V{t)) = .g( VeP(t), V{t)) + g{U{t), V,V{t)) = 0,
dt
and therefore, g[U[a)^V{a)) = g{U{b),V{b)).
Thus , we may identify TpM and TgM for p,q E M using the LeviCivita connection. However, the identification depends on the choice
of the curve c joining p to q.
For X,Y G X[M) and a curve c{t) with c(0) = p, c(0) = Xp we
give the following interpretation for the covariant derivative
Vv Y = lim

P(c)E,n(p - T,
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We now extend the covariant differentiation to tensor fields . Let
U be an open set of M and T{U) =

J?^(f/)-niodnle

of all tensor fields on U, where T^iU) are the space of tensors of type
(r, s). We denote by C : T[{U)

T^~i{U) the contractions. Then we

have:

Proposition 2.3.1. For X g X{U) there exists a unique V.v :

T{U)

'T{U) with the following properties:

(1) V.v is a derivation. Namely, it is an M-linear map which pre
serves type of tensor fields and satisfies for T, T' G T(f/)
Vx{T <s> T') = Va-T 0

r + r 0 VaT',

VaCT = CVxT

(2) Va is given by Va/ = Xf for / G X{U) and on %^{U) =
X{U) it is the above covariant differentiation of the Lewi-Civita
connection.
(3) For an open subset V C U we have {VxT)v = Va|v^|^^-

Now if r = T]l:Xdx^^

.. (g) dx^'' (g) di^ <S) ..

di^. is the local

ex])ression of T G TJ'{M) with respect to a natural basis and by setting
{Xd^T){dj,,

(g)...

=

d^:X + E

we have:

-

a=l

E

. ...ly

• m.-.j's’

0=1

where I and m are in the a-th and /5-th positions, respectively.
The metric tensor p is a (0, 2)-tensor and then the condition (2.3.14)
says that:
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Proposition 2.3.2. Let V be the Levi-civita connection of a RieThen for any vector field X on 71/,

niannian manifold

V.vp = 0.

Now, since Vjx = /V.v, the quantity {XxT)p depends only, for any
tensor T, on the value of .Y at p. Hence, we get for any p G A/ a linear
map from TpM to {^^TpM) (g)

hence a {k,m + l)-tensor.

Definition 2.3.8. The covariant derivative, denoted by V, is the
family of linear maps from T^A/ to

defined above, namely

Vr(Y;Ad,...,Y„) - V.vr(Ad,..., YJ.
PllOPOsrriON

2.3.3. Let

{M,y)

be a Riemaimian manifold and

(Ah Ad,..., A„,) lie vector fields on A/. Then:
(1) For T e

A/,
m

LxT{Xu..., A-„,) = V.vr(.Yi,.... A'„) +

r(A',,V.v,A',A„).
i=l

(2) For any exterior form uj of degree k
A’+l

duj{Xo, Xu

A-,.) = y3(-l)'(V,v,c^)(A,,A'j_,, A'o, A-j+„

AA).

i=0

2.4.

Geodesics on Riemannian manifolds

Let {M,g) be a Riemannian manifold and let c : / ^ A/ be a
smooth curve defined on an interval /.
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Definition 2.4.1. A curve joining p and q on a Riemannian man

ifold whose length is dg{p,q) is a shoHest cui've joining p and q. (see
Definition 2.3.5)
Let c be a curve in M defined in the interval I —

[a,

b]. We consider

all curves in a neighborhood of c in the following sense. Let / x [—e, e] —>
M be a map which restricted to / x {0} is c. Given a curve c, such a
map Qc is called a variation of c.
If {u, t) E

[a,

b] X [—e, e] then for each fixed ii we get a “vertical”

curve Cu and for each fixed t we get a “horizontal” curve Ct with cq = c
and a length L(q). Let JqM =
DEFlNrnoN

2.4.2. If for all variations of c, such that

=p

and Qc{b,t) = q for all t E [—e, e] we have d/clt\t=oJQ,. = 0, then c is
called an extremal of L. If for all such variations Jq,, has a minimum
•dt t = 0, then c is length-minimizing.
Proposition 2.4.1. [42] A shortest curve is length-minimizing.

Sometimes, instead of using the length of a curve, it is more conve
nient to use the energy of a curve defined by:
'•6

E{c) = f g{c{t),c{t))dt.
Ja

It has the advantage of doing away with square root but the disadvan
tage of being parameter dependent.
Proposition 2.4.2. Lj < {b-a)E{c) and

parameter of c is proportional to arc-length.
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= {b-a)E{c) iff the

Proof. This follows from the Caiichy-Schwarz inequality.

□

Therefore if the curve c is parametrised by arc-length then minimizing
the length is equivalent of minimizing the energy function in a variation
Qc-

We assume that the curve 7 is parametrised by arc-length t and let
([/, 0) be a coordinate neighborhood with coordinates
Let c{t) locally be given by t 1-^

..., x^) on U.

...,x'^{t)).

Definition 2.4.3. If the tangent vector 7 of 7 satisfies:
dx^ dx^

(2.4.1)

then 7 is a geodesic.
Proposition 2.4.3. [42] For each to e R, p e M and v G T^M
there is an interval containing to and a uniciue geodesic 7 dehned on
that interval such that

7(^0)

= P ^nd

7(^0) =

v.

Finally we give the following important interpretation of the geo
desics:
Proposition 2.4.4. [42] Shortest curves in aRiemannian manifold
are geodesics.
The converse of the proposition is not in general true. So we need
to find the condition whether a geodesic is a shortest curve.
Each geodesic segment is contained in a maximal geodesic, that is,
a geodesic 7(t) such that 7 is defined on the interval I = (a, h) and
not for any larger interval of values. If
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a

=

— cxd

and 6 =

+00,

we say

that the geodesic can l)e extended indefinitely. This is always true of a
closed geodesic.
Proposition 2.4.5. [42] If M has the property that every geodesic
from some point p 6 M can be extended indefinitely, then any point q
of AI can be joined by a geodesic whose length is dg{p, q).
We now give the Hopf-Rinow theorem:
Theorem 2.4.1. [42] Let M be a connected Riemannian manifold.
Then the following two proi)erties are equivalent:
(1) Any geodesic segment can be extended indefinitely.
(2) (i\f, dg) is a complete metric space.

2.5.

The curvature tensor

Deeinii ion 2.5.1. The curvature R of a Riemannian manifold

[Afig) is a correspondence that associates to every pair A', T G X[AI)
a map R{X,Yfi : X{AI)

X{AJ) given by:

R{X, Y)Z = Vy V.vZ - V.vVyZ + V[A',y-]Z,

Z G X{AI),
(2.5.1)

where V is the Levi-Civita connection of {Afig).
Observe that if AI = M" then R{X,YfiZ = 0 for all A, T, Z G
X{AI). In fact, if the vector field Z is given by Z = (2:^,..., 2”) with
the components of Z coming from the natural coordinare of E”, we
obtain:
V,v2 = (.V(j'),...,.Y(y)),
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hence,
VyV^Z = {Y(X{z')),...,Y{Xiz’‘))),
which implies that R{X,Y)Z = 0, as stated. We are able, therefore,
to think of i? as a way of measuring how much M deviates from being
Euclidean. Another way of viewing definition (2.5.1) is to consider a
coordinate system (x^) around p G M. Since [di,dj] = 0 we obtain:

R{d^,dj)dk = (Va,Va. - Va.Va,)^,,
that is, the curvature measures the non-commutativity of the covariant
derivative.
PHOPOSri’lON

2.5.1. [7] The curvature i? of a Riemannian manifold

has the following i)roperties:
(i) R is bilinear in X{M) x X{M),
(ii)For any X,Y G X{M), the curvature operator
R[X,Y) : A(M)

A’(M),

is linear.
The necessity of the appearance of the term X\^x,y\Z in the defin
ition of the curvature is connected to the fact that we want the map
R[X,Y) : XM —^ XM to be linear. We now give the first Bianchi
Identity.
Proposition 2.5.2. [7] For all X,Y,Z g X{M)

/?(A^ Y)Z + R{Y, Z)X + i?(Z, X)Y = 0.
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(2.5.2)

Proposition 2.5.3. [7] For all X,Y,Z,T e X[M) we have the
following identities
(1) < R{X, Y)Z + R{Y, Z)X + i?(Z, X)Y , P >= 0,
(2) < R[X,Y)Z,T >= - < R{Y,X)Z,T>,
(3) < R{X, Y)Z, T>=- < R{X, Y)T, Z >,
(4) < R{X, Y)Z, T >-< R{Z, T)X, Y >.

It is convenient to express the above in a coordinate system (t^)
around a point p E M. Let us indicate di — dldx\ We put
R{di, dj)df, = Ry^di,

i,j, A: = 1,..., n.

(2.5.3)

Thus Ryf. are the components of the curvature R in the coordinate
neighl^orhood U. If
=

Y = YJdj,

Z = Z^d,,

we ol)tain, from the linearity of R,
/?(A, Y)Z = R[j^XX'JZ\

(2.5.4)

The components R[jf, are also given in terms of the Christoffel symbols

rt. by
+ r'jXj,-r'n,

j,k,s ==
(2.5.5)

Putting:
<

R{di,dj)dk,ds

>=
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RLgis = Rijks-

we can write the identities of the last proposition as
f^jks

“1“

^jkis

^kijs

d"

^ijks

^ijski

^ijks ~

Fljiksi

0^

Rijks ~ f^ksij-

The equation (2.5.4), which depends on the linearity of the operator
R, shows that the value of R{X, Y)Z at the point p depends uniquely
on the values of X, Y, Z at p G M and the values of the functions R[j^
at p.
Given a vector space V, we denote by |.Y A Y"| the exj^ression
^|x|2|y^|2_ <

>2,

which represents the area of a two-diniensional parallelogram deter
mined by the pair of vectors X, Y G V.

Proposition 2.5.4. [7] Let a C TpM be a two-dimensional subspace of the tangent space TpM and let Xp,Yp G a be two linearly
independent vectors. Then
A-(A',K) =

< 7?(A',
P5 YJX„,
^ PJ^ ‘■p? V„
^P >
XpAYpl^

does not depend on the choice of the vectors Xp, Yp ^ a.
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(2.5.6)

Definition 2.5.2. Given a point p ^ M and a two-dimensional
subspace a C TpAI^ the real number K{(t) = K{Xp, Yp), where {A"p, Yp}
is any basis of <7, is called the sectional curvature of a at p.

The Gauss curvature

of the surface S in 3-diniensional Euclid

ean space at a point is the sectional curvature, that is,
-R1212

As =--------------^
911922 — 9i2

The importance of the sectional curvature lies in the following:

Proposition 2.5.5. [6] The curvature tensor of a Riemaimian
manifold M at a j)oint p is uniciuely determined by the sectional cur
vatures of all the 2-diniensional tangent snbspaces at p.

Definition 2.5.3. Suppose (A/, </) is a Riemaimian manifold. If
the sectional curvature K{a) at the point p is constant for every twodimensional subspace a of TpM (i.e. independent of a), then we say
that M is wandering at p.

If M is wandering at p, then the sectional curvature of M at p can
be denoted by K{p). Hence, for any Xp,Yp G Tp{M)^ we have
Vp. Xp, Yp) = K{p){g{X^, X,)g{Y„ Y,) - g{X^, Y^
and in general if Ap, Vp, Zp, H p G Tp{M) we have
/?(A'p, Yp, Zp, U p) = K(v)(9(X„ Z,)g(Y„ W,) - fl(Zp, U p))
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and thus the condition for a Rieinannian manifold to be wandering at
p is
Rtjkiip) =

- 9il9}k)(p)

(2.5.7)

Definition 2.5.4. If {M,g) is a Rieinannian manifold which is

wandering at every point and the sectional curvature K(p) is a constant
function on A/, then M is called a constant curvature space.
Spheres, planes and pseudo-spheres are all surfaces in the 3- dimen
sional Euclidean space whose Gauss curvature are constant. Hence they
are all 2-diniensional constant Riemannian spaces.
Theorem 2.5.1. [6] Suppose A/ is a connected n-dimensional Rie-

niannian manifold that is everywhere wandering. If n > 3, then A/ is
a constant curvature sjmce.
In order to introduce the Ricci tensor we have to define the trace of a
tensor field.
Definition 2.5.5. (i) Let A be a (1, l)-tensor, Ap : TpM —> TpM.

We define the contraction or trace CA of A by
CA\^ = -n-lTlp) = E <
i
where Ei,...,

E, >

is an orthonormal basis of TpM. In an arbitrary basis

6i, ...,6„ with A{bj) = A^jhi the trace can be expressed by the formula
T-, as usual.
(ii)Let A be a (1, s)-tensor. Then for every i G {1,...., s} and fixed
vectors Wj, j ^ 2, A{Xi,...,

...,
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is a (1, l)-tensor, whose

contraction is denoted l)y CiA\
n

CiA{Xi,Xj_i, Aj+i,Xs) =

< A(Ai,Ej,Ag), Ej >,
j=i

and is called the ith contraction of A. CiA is then a (0, s — l)-tensor.

Tr(A*) is simply denoted by

with, as always, a summation over

i. Similarly,
E

j\--jx

— A^
ji -

'mji+1..-js •

where the simmia,tion is over m.
In the case of an indefinite metric, one needs to take account of the
fact that in an orthonornial basis E\,...,En with < Ei.Ej >= Edij a
vector A has the representation A =

< X,Ei > Ei. Consequently,

the formula for the trace;
Tr(/i) = y^y = y]<.4£i,£i>.
i

i

Definition 2.5.6. (i) The divergence of a vector field Y is defined

as the trace of VT, i.e.,
divT = CVY = ^< Vf;A, E^ > .
i

(ii) The divergence of a symmetric (0, 2)-tensor A is similarly defined
as
divA(A) =

We are now ready to give the dehnition of the Ricci tensor.
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Definition 2.5.7. The 1st contraction of the curvature tensor

R{X,Y)Z is given by the expression:
{C,R){Y,Z) = Tr(X

R{X,Y)Z) = Y< R(Ei,Y)Z,Ei >.
i

and is called the Ricci tensor Ric(y' Z), or briefly, Ric = CiR.
One gets from the special order of the indices the equation Rj/^ =
Rjif;, which is formally in a sense the second contraction instead of
the first. The Ricci tensor is symmetric, hence Ric(y, Z) = Ric(Z, 1'),
because of the symmetries of the curvature tensor R.
Definition 2.5.8. The trace of the Ricci tensor is called the scalar

curvature S. One has
5

= ^ <

R{Ei, Ej)Ej, Ei > .

ij

In Ricci notation, we have S = Rj = Rjk-g^-^ =

■

For every unit vector A", the value Ric(Ab X) is the sum of all n — 1
sectional curvatures in planes which contain A^ and are orthogonal to
one another.

The scalar curvature S =

then the sum

of all sectional curvatures in the (z, j)-planes of an orthonormal basis
{El, ...,En}.
Definition 2.5.9. A Riemannian manifold {XI, g) is called an Ein

stein space (in which case g is referred to as an Einstein metric), if the
Ricci tensor is multiple of the metric g:
Ric{X, Y) = Xg{X,Y),
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(2.5.8)

for all X,Y 6 X{M), with a function A : M

L Taking the trace,

we see that S = n\.
The expression,
Ric(X) =

Ric(XX)
S(XA') ’

(2.5.9)

is called the Ricci curvature in the direction X.
If the Riemannian manifold {M,g) is an Einstein space, then,
Ric A =

Ric(X,X)
g{X,X)

XgiX^X)
^
= A,
g{X,X)

and therefore, Einstein spaces are those Riemannian manifolds for
which the Ricci curvature only depends on the point, but not on the
direction A. In this case all eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor with respect
to the metric g are equal to one another.
TllEOFtEM 2.5.2. [6] Let {M,g) be a connected Einstein space of

dimension > 3, with Ric = Xg. Then A is constant, and, if n = 3, then
{M,g) is a sj^ace of constant curvature.
We define the Einstein tensor G by
G = Ric — —g.
2^

(2.5.10)

So we have the following result:
Theorem 2.5.3. [6] On an arbitrary Riemannian manifold, the

divergence of the Einstein tensor vanishes, i.e.,

5

div(Ric) = div I -^ ) .
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The theorem is indicated by the equation
V'Gji

= 0,

=

with,
GjA: —

2.6.

Rjk-

2^^^'

Jacobi fields along a geodesic

In order to study the effect of curvature on nearby geodesics, we
focus on variations through geodesics. Suppose that 7 : [a, 6] —> M
is a geodesic segment, and Q : (—e,e) x [a, 6] ^ M is a variation of
7. We say Q is a variation through geodesics if each of the curves
i ^ Qs{i) = Q{s^ t) is also a geodesic segment for each s G

(—

e, e).

Write 7\sR) = dtQ{s,t) and S{s,t) = dsQ{s,t). If the covariant
derivative along a curve with parameter t is denoted by Dt, the geodesic
equation tells us that
DtT = 0,
for all (s, t) and t is the arc-length. We can take the covariant derivative
of this equation with respect to s, yielding
DsDtT = 0.
To relate this to the variation field of 7, we need to commute the covari
ant differentiation operators Dt and Dg- Because these are covariant
derivatives acting on a vector field along a curve, we should expect the
curvature to be involved.
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Lemma 2.6.1. [6] If Q is any smooth admissible family of curves,
and L is a smooth vector field along Q, then:
DsDtV - DtDsV = R{S,T)V.
Theorem 2.6.1. [6] Let 7 be a geodesic and V a vector field along
7. If V is the variation field of a variation through geodesics, then V

satisfies
07+

7)7 = 0.

(2.6.1)

The equation (2.6.1) is called the Jacobi equation. Any vector field
along a gt'odesic satisfying the Jacobi equation is called a Jacobi fi.eld.
The following lemma, which is a converse to the above theorem,
tells ns tliat every Jacobi held describes how some family of geodesics
behaves, at least “inhnitesimally” along 7.

Lemma 2.6.2. [6] Every Jacobi held along a geodesic 7 is the vari
ation held of some variation of 7 through geodesics.

The Jacobi equation can be written as a system of second-order
linear ordinary differential equations, so it has a unique solution given
initial values for V and DtV at one point. W^e now give the existence
and uniqueness result of Jacobi helds.

Proposition 2.6.1. [6] Let 7 : / ^ M be a geodesic, a ^ I and
p = 7(«). For any pair of vectors X, Y G TpM, there is a unique Jacobi
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field V along 7 satisfying the initial conditions
V{a) = X,

DtV{a) = y.

Let T(7) be the space of vector fields along the curve.

Corollary 2.6.1. [6] Along any geodesic 7, the set of Jacobi fields
is a 2n-dimensional linear subspace of T(7).

There are always two trivial Jacobi fields along any geodesic. Be
cause iJ(7 = 0 and i?(7, 7)7 = 0 by the anti-synmietry of R, the vector
held Vo{t) = 7(t) satisfies the Jacobi equation with initial conditions
Vo(0) = 7(0),

AVo(O) = 0.

Similarly, Vi{t) = tjit) is a Jacobi field with initial conditions,
yi(o) = (),

Ayi(o) = 7(o).

It is easy to see that Vq is the variation field of the variation Q{sR) =
7(5 + t), while Vi is the variation field of Q(s,t) = 7(e^t). Therefore,
these two Jacobi fields just reflect the possible reparainetrizations of
7, and do not tell us anything about the behaviour of geodesics other
than 7 itself.
A tangential vector field along a curve 7 is a vector field V such
that V(t) is multiple of j(t) for all t, and a normal vector field is one
such that V[t) _L 7(t) for all t.

Lemma 2.6.3. Let j : I ^ M be a geodesic, and a G /.
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(a) A Jacobi field V along 7 is normal iff
V(a) J_ j(a), and DtV{a) ± i{a)(b) Any Jacobi field orthogonal to 7 at two points is normal.

As a consequence of this lemma, it is easy to check that the space
of normal Jacobi fields is a (2n — 2)-diniensional subspace of T(7), and
the space of tangential ones is a 2-diniensional subspace. Every Jacobi
field can be uniquely decomposed into the sum of a tangential Jacobi
field plus a normal Jacobi field, just by decomposing its initial value
and initial derivative.
Now let {M,g) be a Riemaimian manifold of constant sectional
curvature K, and let 7 : 7 ^ J/ be a geodesic on M. Further let V
be a Jacobi field along 7, normal to 7. Form the fact that I7I = 1 it
follows that
(2.G.2)

2.7.

The isometry group

The set I{M,g) of all isometries of a Riemaimian manifold {M,g)
forms a subgroup of the group of all diffeomorphisms of A7, and car
ries the natural compact open topology. Futhermore, I{M, g) has the
structure of a Lie group with respect to the above topology, and acts
as a Lie transformation group on M. Now, for an element X of the Lie
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algebra of I{Af,g), we define a vector field X on M by:
X - ~ dt

t=0

(2.7.1)

4>t{p)^

where (i)t denotes the one parameter subgroup of I{M,g) generated by
X. Since (j)lg = g, X satisfies:
Lx9

=

(2.7.2)

0,

or equivalently:
Xg{Y, Z) = g{lX, K], Z) + g{Y, [X, Z]),

Y, Z e X(Af).

Note that obviously X = 0 if .Y — 0.
In general, a vector field A" on M which satisfies (2.7.2) is called
a Killing vector field. For such A" the (local) one parameter subgroup
(j)t of (local) diffeomorphisms of M generated by A consists of (local)
isometries, because d/dt{(jfig) = (ffiLxg = 0.
Lemma 2.7.1. [39] (1) X is a Killing vector field iff
p(Vy-A, Z) + g[VzX, Y) = 0,

K, Z G A(M),

i.e. iff VA is skew-symmetric as a linear map X{M) 3 Y ^ Vy-A G
X{M).
(2) If A is a Killing vector field, then A" is a Jacobi field along any
geodesic of M
(3) If X is a Killing vector field, then for 17, K G X{M) we have:
(Vt/VA)I/ + i?(A, U)V = 0.
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Locally, if X — X^di be a vector field, then X is a Killing vector
field iff is satisfies:
X’^diQju + QjidkX^ + gkidjX^ — 0,

j, A: — 1,..., 7i.
(2.7.3)

Proposition 2.7.1. [39] Let {M,g) be a complete Riemannian

manifold.

Then any Killing vector field X on M is complete as a

vector field, and the Lie algebra of all Killing vector fields on M is
isomorphic to the Lie algebra of I{M,g).

2.8.

Let f : M

Isometric immersions

M be a differentiable immersion of a manifold M of di

mension n into a Riemannian manifold M of dimension k — n + rri. The
Riemannian metric of M induces, in a natural manner, a Riemannian
metric on M: if Vi^Vo G TpM, define < Vi,V2 >=< dfp{vi), dfp{v2) >■
In this situation, / becomes an isometric immersion of M into M.
For each p £ M the inner product splits TpM into the direct sum

T^ji=T^M ® {mm,
where [TpM]-^ is the orthogonal complement of TpM in TpM. If n £
TpM^ p £ M we can write
+
We call
of

V.

£TpM,

the tangential component of v and

£{TpM)^.
the normal component

The Levi-Civita connection on M will be denoted by V.
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If

X^Y G X{M) and X,Y are extensions of X, F, respectively, to
define
V.vV = (VxYfIt is easy to verify that this is the Riemannian connection relative to
the metric induced on M. If X, Y G X{M) and X, Y are extensions to
X{M), then
B(X,r) =

V.vK,

is a vector field on M normal to A/. B(X, K) does not depend on the
extensions X,Y. Therefore B(X, V') is well-defined. Let us denote by
X{M)^ the vector fields on M that are normal to /(A/)

M.

Proposition 2.8.1. [7] If X,Y g X{M), the mapping B : X{M) x
X{iM)

X{M)^ given by B(X,y) =

- Va'T is bilinear and

symmetric.

Because B is bilinear, we see by writing B in a system of coordinates,
that the value B{X^Y){p) depends only on the values X{p) and Y{p).
Now we are in the position to define the second fundamental form. Let
p G A/ and 7/ G {T^M)^. The map

: TpM x TpM

A,(X, y) =< B(X, y), 77 >,

R given by

X, y G TpM,

is a symmetric bilinear form.

Definition 2.8.1. The quadratic form !!„ defined on TpM by

n„(X) = A,(x,x),
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is called the second fundamental form of / at p along the normal vector
1

-

The bilinear map
Srj : TpM

is associated to a linear self-adjoint operator

TpM, by

< Sp{X),Y >= A,,(A',y) =< B(A,y),77 > .
Proposition 2.8.2. [7] Let p e Af, A' g TpM and p G {TpM)^.
Let N be an extension of rj normal to Af. Then,
S„(X) = -(V^Nf.
Consider now the i)articiilar case in which the codiniension of the
immersion is 1, i.e., / : M'^

/(Af) C Af is then called

a liypersurface. Let p G Af and p G {TpM)^^ |//| = 1. Since Sp :
TpM —> TpM is symmetric, there exists an orthonormal basis of eigen
vectors {ci,..., e„} of TpM with real eigenvalues Ai,..., A„ i.e. Sp{ei) =
AzCz, 1 < i < n. If Af and Af are oriented then the vector p is uniquely
determined if we require that both {ci,...,

is an oriented basis of Af,

and {ei, ...,6,1,77} is an oriented basis of Af. In this case, we say that
the Ci are the principal directions and that the A, = /j, are the principal
curvatures of /. Then det(S',,) = Ai...A„ is called the Gauss-Kronccker
curvature of / and ^(Ai + ... + A^) is called the mean curvature of /.
We now relate the curvature of Af with the curvature of Af and
the second fundamental forms. If A, Y G TpM C TpM are linearly
independent, denote by K{X, Y) and fv (A, Y) the sectional curvatures
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of M and 7\/, respectively in the plane generated by X and Y. We now
give the Gauss theorem:
Theorem 2.8.1. [7] Let p G M and let X, Y be orthonormal vectors

in TpM. Then:
K{X,Y) - K{X,Y) =< B{X,X),B{Y,Y) > -\B(X,Y)f.
(2.8.1)

In the case of a hypersurface / : AP

the Gauss formula

(2.8.1) has a very simple expression. Let p G M and p G {TpM)-^. Let
{ei,...,

} be an orthonormal basis of TpM in which Sp = S is diagonal,

that is, S{ei) = AjCj, i = l,...,7r, where Aj are the eigenvalues of S.
Then A{ei,ei) = Aj and A{ei,ej) — 0, if i ^ j. Therefore (2.8.1) can
be written,
K{ei,ej) - K{ei,e.j)

An immersion f : M

=

\\j.

M is said to be geodesic at p G A/ if for every

T] G {TpM)^ the second fundaniental form Ap is identically zero at p.
An immersion / is called totally geodesic if it is geodesic for all p G M.
Proposition 2.8.3. [7] An immersion f : M

M is geodesic at

p G A/ iff every geodesic 7 of M starting from p is a geodesic of A/ at

PLet A/ be a Riemannian manifold and p G A/. Let B C TpM be an
open ball in TpM on which expp is a cliffeomorphism, and let cr C TpM

be a subspace of dimension two. Then expp((7ni?) = S' is a submanifold
of dimension two of M passing through p. S is the surface formed by
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“short” geodesics that start from p and a tangent in a to p. By the
aljove proposition, S is geodesic at p, hence the second fundamental
forms of the inclusion

l

: S C M vanish at p. As a submanifold of M,

S has an induced Riemannian metric whose Gaussian curvature at p
will be denoted by Ks- From the Gauss formula:
Ks{p) =
In other words, the sectional curvature A'(cr) is the Gaussian curvature
at p, of a small surface formed by geodesics of M that start from p and
are tangent in a.
E. Cartan {)roved that if a Riemannian manifold M has the property
that, for every p ^ M and every two dimensional subspace a C TpM,
there exists a totally geodesic sul)manifold of M tangent to rr, then M
has constant sectional curvature [4].
Definition 2.8.2. An immersion f : M

—>■

M is called minimal if

for every p G M and every rj G {TpM)~^ the trace of Sp — 0.
Choosing an orthonormal frame

of vectors in ^(^7)-^,

where ^7 is a neighborhood of p in which / is an embedding, we can
write, at p,
m

B(X, V) = ^ A.(A', Y)Eu

X, y e nM,

i—1

where Aj = Ke,- The normal vector H given by:
^

m

n i=l
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where Si = S'e, , does not depend on the chosen frame Ei. The vector
H is called the mean cuiTiature vector of /. The immersion / is said
to be minimal iff H{p) — 0, for all p G M. If M C M is a minimal
submanifold and D C M is a sufficiently small domain of M with
regular boundary dD, then the volume of D in the induced metric is
less than or equal to the volume of any other submanifold of M with
the same boundary.
In this section, we use Latin letters A", T, Z, etc. to denote differ
entiable vector fields tangent to M and greek letters

to

indicate differentiable vector fields normal to M.
Given X and 77, we saw that the tangent component of Xxi] is
given by {Vxv)^ —

study the normal component of

V.y//, which will l^e called the norm.al connection

of the immersion.

Explicitly,
= (V.v»;)" = V.v»; - (V.vi,)' = V.v»/ + 5,(.Y).
(2.8.2)

It is easy to verify that the normal connection has all of the usual
properties of a connection, that is, it is linear in A", additive in //, and
^xUv) = 1^x1 + X{f)v,

f 6 C”(Af).

We can introduce a notion of curvature in the normal bundle for the
normal connection V-*- in a similar way to the case of the tangent
l)imdle. The normal curvature R-^ of the immersion is defined by
-L V7-L,

i?^(A, y)r7 =
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+

X{x,y]^.

For any immersion we have two geometries: the geometry of the tangent
bundle and the geometry of the normal bundle. These geometries are
related by the second fundamental form of the immersion.

Proposition 2.8.4. [7] The following equations are valid:
(i) Gauss equation:
< R{X, Y)Z, T >=< R{X, Y)Z, T> - < B(y, T), B(.Y, Z) >
+ < B(x,r),B(y,z) >
(ii) Ricci equation:

< r{x,y)7,x

>-<

>=< [s,„5<]A',y >,

where [5^, S';;] denotes the operator S^ o S^ —

o S^.

The Gauss and Ricci equations are algel)raic expressions that relate
the curvatures of the tangent and normal bundles, respectively, with
the second fundamental form. A non-algebraic relation is given by
the Codazzi-Mainardi equation, for which we need to differentiate the
second fundamental form considered as a tensor.
Let us denote the space of differentiable vector fields normal to
M by X{M)^. The second fundamental form can be considered as a
tensor:
B : X{M) X X{M) x X{M)^
defined by
B(x,y,77) =<B(A,y),77>.
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R,

The covariant derivative of this tensor is:
(V.vBXVZ.t;) = A'(B(y,Z,r;)) - B(Vvy,Z,/,) - B(y, V.vZ.r,)
-B(y,Z,V^.r,).
W^e now give the Codazzi Mainardi equation:
Proposition 2.8.5. [7] With the notation above:
< R{X,Y)Z,ri>= {VyB)(X,Z, rj) - {V,vB)(y, Z,r,).
(2.8.3)
2.9.

Complex structure on a real vector space

Definition 2.9.1. Suppose V is an m-diniensional real vector space.
A complex structure J on V is a linear transformation J : V ^ V such
that

r = -Id,
where Id is the identity map on V.
If we let, for A" € V, iX == JX, then the vector si)ace V becomes
a vec:tor space over the complex number field.

Conversely, if V is

a complex vector space and we let JX = iX, then J is a complex
structure on V, when V is viewed as a real vector space.
Choose a basis {cr}, 1 < r < m, for V. It is obvious that the
eigenvalues of J, considered as a matrix in this basis, are ±z and they
must appear in ])airs. Therefore the dimension of V must be even.
Suppose V* is the dual space of V. Then a complex structure J on
V also induces a complex structure on C*, also denoted by J, by the
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following definition. Suppose a G V* and X G V, then:
< X, Ja >=< J.Y, a > .
Clearly, J^a = —a, hence J is indeed a complex strnctnre on V*. We
define the complexified space V* C) C to be the set of complex valued
linear functions on V. It is an m-dimensional complex vector space.
Suppose A is any element in V* ^ C. Then A can be expressed by
A = a + ib, where a, 6 G V*.
Obviously a basis for V* can also be a basis for V* 0 C and a
complex structure J on V* can be extended to a complex structure J
on V* 0 C by defining:
J\ — Ja + iJb.

(2.9.1)

Since C* (8>C is a complex vector space and the eigenvalues of J are ±?',
there must exist eigenvectors corresponding to tlu^ eigenvalues ±z. The
eigenvectors corresponding to i of the complex structure J on I/* 0 C
are called elements of type (1,0), and those corresponding to —i are
called elements of type (0,1).
All elements of type (1,0) in V* 0 C form a complex subspace of
V* 0C denoted by Vc- The set of elements of type (0,1) in V^* 0C also
form a complex subspace of

0 C denoted by V^.

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the spaces Vc and
V^c under complex conjugation. In fact, if A = a +
JA = Ja

iJb = i{a -f ib) = —b
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G

ia.

Id:, then,

Hence,
Ja = —6,

Jb = a.

Thus we see that,
JX — J{a — ib) = —i{a — ib) = —zA,
i.e., A £ Vc- It is easy to verify that Vc fl Vc = {0}. Moreover, any
element of V* 0 C can be expressed as a sum of elements of type (1,0)
and type (0,1). Suppose f G V* <S) C and let

Then, / = /j + /2, and
■Ui=^fu

that is, /i G Vc, f2 ^

^U2 = -if2,

Therefore

0 C can be expressed as the

direct sum, V* ® C = Vq ® Vq. This also shows that both Vc ai^d Vc
are complex vector spaces of dimension n = m/2.
Choose any basis

for Vc, tVen {AC

form a basis for

0C. With respect to this basis, the matrix of the complex structure
J has the normal form J — diag{z,..., i, —z,..., —z}. Now we decompose
the complex-valued linear function
parts. Let

on V into real and imaginary

where e*^ and

are elements in V*.

Because JX-^ = zA-^, it follows from (2.9.1),
jg*j _ _Q*n+j

= e*^
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We see that the 2n real-valued linear functions e*-^ ,

, 1 < j < n,

on V can be expressed as complex linear combinations of

{A-^,

Therefore they form a basis for V* 0 C, as well as a basis for V*.
Suppose {ejjen+j}]=i is the basis for V dual to

then it

is easy to verify that
J 6j

—

^n+j ?

J^n+j —

Proposition 2.9.1. [5] Suppose J is a complex structure on a real

vector si)ace V. Then the dimension m of V must be even, say m = 2n.
Moreover, there exists a basis {cj, Je^, 1 < j <

for V, and any two

such bases give the same orientation to V.

We have shown that if V is given a complex structure J, then
0 C has a unique direct sum decomposition Vc 0

there is

one to one correspondence l)etween these two subspaces under complex
conjugation. Conversely, any such direct sum decomposition for V*0C
also determines a complex structure on V.

Theorem 2.9.1. [5] Suppose V is a real 2n-dimensional vector

space. If there is a direct sum decomposition Vc 0 Pc of P* 0 C such
that there is a one to one correspondence between Pc and Pc under
complex conjugation, then there is a unique complex structure J on P
such that the elements of type (1,0) with respect to J are the elements
of Pc and the elements of type (0,1) with respect J are those of Pc59

2.10. Complex and almost complex manifolds
Definition 2.10.1. Let M be a Hausdorff space with a countable

basis. If a family of coordinate charts {([4, 0a)} on M is given such that
[Ua] forms an open covering of 1\/, and every 0a is a homeomorphism
from Ua to an open set in

satisfying the condition that, for any

Ua, Ub with UaOUb ^ 0, the following map
06 O 00^ : 0a(^a H

Ub)

^

(pbiUa H Ub),
then M is called an rn-

is holomorphic between two open sets in
dirnensional complex manifold.

Supi)ose that the map 0^ o 0“^ can be represented l)y local coordi
nates as lid' =

...^z’^), \ < k < rn, then the statement 06 o 0“^

is a holomorphic ma]) means that every function uf {z^,..., z^''‘) is holo
morphic on the open set (t>a{Ua H Ub) of C”b In other words, each
function uf satisfies the Cauchy-Riemaim equation which is equivalent
to the existence of the complex derivatives duf /dz^^ 1 < f < m in
(paiUanUb).

A 1-diniensional complex manifold is called a Riemann surface.

Definition 2.10.2. Suppose M and N are m and n dimensional

complex manifolds, respectively, and f : M

N is a. continuous map.

If for every p G iV/, there exists a neighborhood U such that / can be
expressed in U by local coordinates as
iv^ = w^'{z^,..., z^),
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I < k < n,

where

are all holoniorphic functions, then / is called a holomorphic

map.

Suppose M is a 2-dimensional oriented surface with the Riemannian
metric
ds^ =

+ (^C2)^

where Wi, W2 are 1-forms. If we assume that ds^ is real analytic, then

=

{wi

-f

iw2){wi

—

iw2).

The differential equation uq -h iw2 = 0 has an integrating factor A such
that
A(u;i -f

1102) = dz.

Thus
ds

=

1
-^dzdz.

|Ah

If we let z = X + iy, then
(2.10.1)

This shows that locally an analytic Riemannian metric on a surface
always corresponds conformally to the Euclidean metric. The parame
ters ;r, y that allow the Riemannian metric ds^ to be written in the
form (2.10.1) are called isothermal parameters. When
the orientation of the surface is determined by
dx A dy = -dz A dz.
^
2
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is smooth,

If ds"^ can also be written
ds^

-dwdw^

=

then dw is either a multiple of dz or a multiple of dz. If the complex
coordinates 2; and w give the same orientation of the surface, then dw
must be a multiple of dz. In this case w is a holomorphic function of
;2. Thus we see that every 2-dimensional oriented surface must have
a complex manifold structure such that it becomes a 1-dimensional
complex manifold, that is a Riemann surface.
Definition 2.10.3. Suppose AI is an m-dimensional smooth man
ifold, and J is a smooth tensor field of (1, l)-type on M, that is, for
every p G M Jp : TpAl

TpAI is a linear transformation. If every Jp

is a complex structure on TpAI, then the tensor field J is called an al
most complex structure on AI. A smooth manifold with a given almost
complex structure is called an almost complex manifold.
PuoposrriON 2.10.1. [5] An almost complex manifold must be an
orientable manifold of even dimension.
Orientability with even dimensionality is not a sufficient condition
for a manifold to have an almost complex structure. Ehresmann and
Hopf proved that the 4-dimensional sphere S'^ cannot have an almost
complex structure [38].
Suppose AI is an almost complex manifold of dimension m = 2n.
Let T^qAI denote the space of smooth complex-valued differential (1,0)
-forms and Tqt^AI the space of forms which are complex conjugates of
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elements of T^qM. Then there is a direct sum decomposition:
(2.10.2)

T*M0C = T*qM © T*,
01M.
-

is a local coordinate system on M. Under the natural

Suppose

basis d/dx°‘ for the tangent space, an almost complex structure J can
be expressed as

where

are smooth functions on a neighborhood in A/, and
2n

C=1

Obviously, at every j)oint p G A/, the forms
+ iS^)dx’^,

1 <

< 2n,

are exterior (1,())-forms. Among these 2n exterior (l,0)-fornis there
are n which are com])lex-linearly independent.
Let A/ be a c:oniplex manifold of dimension n. Suppose now
is a local coordinate system in a coni])lex manifold M. Denote
x^' + iy^. Then

—

is a local coordinate system in the real

manifold M. Suppose at every point p G A/, a linear transformation
Jp : TpM

TpM is defined by
^

'

d \
dx^ )

d
dy^ ’

^ ( d
^
dy^

d
dx^
(2.10.4)
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Olwioiisly, Jp = —Id. The definition of Jp is independent of the choice
of complex coordinates {z^’}. In fact if {w^} is another local coordinate
are holomorphic functions of w^'. Suppose

system near p, then the

+ iv^'. Then we have the Cauchy-Riemann equations:

dxy

dx^
dv^

dy^
dii^

dv^

Thus,

'■' ’Cz,*)
Jn

P

1

■MEj

dv^’

dy^ d
du^ rdyj

du^' dx^

dxy d
d v^' dx^

dy^ ^ 1 —

E—^

dv^' dyj I

d
dv^
^d
du^

dii^'

J
Hence, J is an almost complex structure defined globally on A/. There
fore we have proven the following proposition:

Proposition 2.10.2. A complex manifold is naturally an almost
complex manifold.

The almost complex structure defined in (2.10.4) is called the canon
ical almost complex structure of the complex manifold. Thus,
Jp{dx^) = -dy^

Jp{dy

dx\

Hence dz^ = dx^ -\-idy^ is a differential (1, 0)-form and dz^ = dx^ — idy^
is a differential (0, l)-form. In the complexified space TA/ C) C of a
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tangent space, let
dz^

^dy^ )

2

’

dz^

2 \dx^ ^ ^dy^)

’

~

~

(2.10.5)
These are tangent vectors of type (1,0) and (0,1) respectively. Together
they form a local basis for TM <S> C.
Suppose locally an almost complex structure is determined by n
complex-linearly independent differential 1-forms 9^\ 1 < /t’ < n, such
that 9^ are the corresponding differential (l,0)-forms. d9^' is then an
exterior differential 2-forni that can be expressed as:
d9^' = ]^A’'j,9J A

where

+ B^ji9^ A

A 9\

and Cj) are anti-symmetric with respect to the lower indices.

The condition.
cW^ = 0

mod 9^ A 9

(2.10.6)

is independent of the choice of
Definition 2.10.4. The condition (2.10.6) is called the integrahility

condition for the almost complex manifold M. If the integrability con
dition holds on an almost complex manifold, then the almost complex
manifold is said to be integrable.

Suppose M is a complex manifold. Then with respect to the canon
ical almost complex structure on A/, dz^ is a differential (l,0)-form.
Choose 9^ — dz^. Then obviously the integrability condition holds.
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Therefore a canonical almost complex structure on a complex manifold
is always integra]:)le. For the converse statement.
Theorem 2.10.1. [27] If there is a smooth integrable almost com
plex structure on a manifold AI, then it must be a canonical almost
complex structure induced from a complex manifold structure.
Definition 2.10.5. Suppose u; is a smooth complex-valued exterior
differential form on an almost complex manifold M. If at every point
;r E AI, w{x) is an exterior (p, <3')-form on T^AI, then we say uj is an
exterior differential form of type {p,q). The set of all such forms is
denoted by Ap^q.
Ap^q has the following properties:
(1) If

a

e

Ap^q,

then d e

(2) If ft E Ap^q, b E
(3)

dAp q

d

Ap^2,q—l

Aq^p,

then ft A 6 E Ap+r,q+s,
T

T

Ap q^i

-f

Ap—i q^2-i

(4) If p or q > n{= 1/2 dim A/), then Ap^q = 0.
Sui)pose LV E Ap^q. Let

did,

5a; —

dujj

p,q+l

P+^,Q

where fl denotes the exterior product of the exterior forms on T^M.
Then d : Ap^q

Apj^i^q and d : Ap^q

Ap^q^i are both linear maps.

We now present two theorems that give us the conditions for an almost
com])lex structure J to be integrable.
Theorem 2.10.2. [5] Suppose J is an almost complex structure on
a manifold A/. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for J to be
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iiitegrable is
(2.10.7)

d = d + d.

Theorem 2.10.3. [5] An almost complex structure J ou a manifold
M is iiitegrable iff
2 10.8)

d =Q.

( .

Now assume that M is an n-dimeusional complex manifold with
+ iy^^ ^ < k < n. Then dz^ are differen

local coordinates

tial (l,0)-forms on M with respect to the canonical almost complex
structure on A/. Hence a smooth exterior differential (p, g)-forni can
lie expressed locally as:

(2.10.9)
If / is a smooth, complex-vahied function on A/, then
=E

=i;

t §-=•)

Therefore,
If
^f =

^
2^

Of
^/
=E

■
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]-k
■

Then, it follows from (2.10.9) that
duj =

1 ~i(i
A .... A dz^'^' A dz^^ A ... A dz^'‘

^

did,.k'i...kp,li...l(j , j.
dz^ A dz*"^ A .... A dz^^’ A dt^ A ... A c/FA
dz^'
Similarly,
di^ =

did,.,

oz'-

dz’^' A .... A dzh' A rff' A dz‘^ A ... A dz'"

Theorem 2.10.4. [5] Suppose / is a smooth, complex-valued func
tion on a complex manifold M. Then a necessary and sufficient condi
tion for / to be holomorphic function is that df = 0.

2.11. Symplectic structure
Definition 2.11.1. A symplectic form ov a symplectic structure on

a smooth manifold M is a nondegenerate closed 2-form Q on il/, i.e. for
each p G A/, Q(p) is nondegenerate and clQ = 0. A symplectic manifold
is a pair (A/, Q), where M is a smooth 2n dimensional manifold and
Q is a symplectic form on it. If (A/i,Qi) and {M2, ^2) are symplectic
manifolds then a smooth map / ; Mi
f*^2

M2 is called symplectic map if

= ^1-

If (A/, Q) is a symplectic manifold then it is orientable with standard
volume form
/

1

\n(n-l)/2

Volj, =

n\
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If / : i\/ —> M is a symplectic map, then / is volume preserving,
i.e. /*(Volj2) = V0I52, detYQ|^^(/) = 1 and / is local diffeomorphism.
In general, if (il/, Q) is a 2n-dimensional compact symplectic manifold
then

is a volume element on il/, so the de Rham cohomology class

[Qn] ^

is nonzero. Since, [Q^] = [Q]”, [Q] G H^{M,R)

and all of its powers through the nth must be nonzero as well. The
existence of such an element of

R) is a necessary condition for

the compact manifold to admit a symplectic structure. However, if
M is a 271-diniensional compact manifold without boundary then there
is not exist an exact symplectic structure H = dO on Af, as its total
volume would be zero (by Stoke’s theorem)
Vole
./A/

(-1\/2
)
n!

L

^_2^n(n-l)/2

ir =

n!

d{0 A nn—1

=

0.

'M

Let T*M be the cotangent bundle, of a smooth manifold A/. There is a
natural symplectic structure on T*iM that is usually defined as follows.
We pick local coordinates {dq^, ...,dcf } on A/. Then {dq^, ...,dq'^} de
fines a basis of the tangent space T*M, and by writing 6 E T*M as
6 = Pidq^ we get local coordinates {q^, ...,q^,pi, ...,Pr,} on T*M. Define
the canonical symplectic form Q on T*M by
Q — dpi A dq^.
This 2-form Q is obvious independent of the choice of coordinates
{q^,...,q^] and independent of the base point

...,

...,p^} E

T*M, therefore, it is locally constant, and so dQ = 0. The canonical
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1-form 0 on T*M is the unique 1-form with the property that, for any
1-form /3 which is a section of T*M we have (3*0 = 6.
If (7\/, Q) is a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold then about each
point p G M there are local coordinates {gh

such that

Q = dpi A dq\ These coordinates are called symplectic coordinates.
We now consider a Riemannian manifold

We saw that on

the cotangent bundle T*M we can define a symplectic form Q. The
Riemannian metric g =<,> defines a bundle isomorphism a : TM
T*M which is given by equation (2.3.10).
Thus, the symplectic form Q on T*M is carried into a symplectic
form Q on TM. That is to say, if Z, Z' are elements of TyTM then we
have

n{z, z') = r2(o*z,a*z'),
or

PROPOSi riON

2.11.1.

[22]

The symplectic form Q on TiM can be

described by

2n{z,z') =<z,,zi>-<ziz„>,

(2.11.1)

where Z = {Zh, Zy) and Z' = (Z;^, Z') are the decompositions into the
horizontal and vertical components.

2.12. Totally null planes

Consider the neutral metric G on
(.T^

by
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given in standard coordinates

ds^ = {dxy + (dxy - {dxy
Throughout, we denote

-

{dxy.

endowed with this metric by R^’^.

The space of 2-forms on R^’^ is a 6-dimensional linear space that
splits naturally with respect to the Hodge star operator * (see Defin
ition 2.2.1) of G into two 3-dimensional spaces;

0 A?., the

space of self-dual and anti-self-dual 2-forms. Thus, if a; 6 A^, then
u; = a;-|. -f- u;_, where

and *u;_ = —u;_.

We can easily find a basis for A^ and A^. First, define the double
nidi basis of 1-forms;
Q‘^ = dx^^2 — dx'^,

0^ = dx^ -f dx^,

0‘
SO

=

.2
= —dx^
— dx

dx^ - dx\

that the metric is
ds^ = 01 0 G'^ - 02 0 03.
Proposition 2.12.1. If lj g A2 = A2 © A^, with uj = a;+ + a;_,

then
u;+ = ai0i A 02 + 6i0^ A 0^ + Ci(0i A 0^ - 0^ A 0^),
u;_ = 02©^ A 0^ -f 6202 A 0^ + C2(0^ A 0^ + 02 A 0^),

for ui, a2, 6i, 62, Ci, C2 G R.
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Proof. This follows from computing the Hodge star operator act
ing on 2-fornis:
2 A /2\4

.../ol A 03^

A /C\3

*(eiA0^) = -0"A0^ *(0"A0‘') = -0"A0^ *(0'A0") = -0'A0
*(03 A 0^*) - 03 A 0^

*(0^ A 02) = 0i A 02.

□
Definition 2.12.1. A plane P is self-dual if a;+(P) = 0 for all
UJ+ G A^, and anti-self-dual if lu-.{P) — 0 for all u;_ G A^. Self-dual
planes are also called a-planes, while anti-self-dual planes are called
l3-planes.
A plane P C M2>2 jg totally null if every vector in P is null with
resjiect to Cf and the inner product of any two vectors in P is zero.
PROPOsrriON 2.12.2. A plane P is totally null iff P is either self
dual or anti-self-dnal.
Proof. Suppose all self-dual forms vanish on P and let {P, VP}
be a basis for P. Let {ci, ^2, es, 64} be the vector basis of R2’^ that is
dual to (0^0^03,0‘l) and P =

IP = \\Pej. Since all of the

self-dual 2-forms vanish on F, we have from the expression of a;+ in
Pro])osition 2.12.1 that
Pln^2 _

(2.12.1)

plU'4 _ V2y^.3 _
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_ ^^2^3

(2.12.2)

We can assume without loss of generality that V and W are orthogonal:
G{V, 11") = 0, which in frame components says that
+ 11"^

+ 11"^^'^

Combining this with equation (2.12.2) we have that
= C^IC^

ICH^^ = ICV^

(2.12.3)

Multiplying the first equation of (2.12.3) by IC^ we have

which, by virtue of the first equation of (2.12.1), is

= ll'-ll'H^C
Thus
G(ir, ir)c^ - 2(irMT‘^ - wHv^)v^ = o.
Similarly, multiplying the first equation of (2.12.3) by IT^, and the
second equation by IT^ and 11applying equations (2.12.1), we find
that

G(ir,\v)v^ = G(ii; iT)c^ = ^(ir, ir)v"‘^ = o.
Thus, either ^(IT, 11") = 0 or 1/ = 0. Since the latter is not true, we
conclude that 11" is a null vector.
On the other hand, multiplying the second equation of (2.12.3) by
and V"^, and the first by

and V'^, utilizing equations (2.12.1), we
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have
G(V, V)W^ = G(V, V)\V'^ = G(V, K)!!'® = G(V, V')!!'" = 0.
Thus V is also a null vector, and the plane spanned by V and IT is
totally null, as claimed.
An analogous argument establishes that a plane on which all anti
self-dual 2-forms vanish is totally null.
Conversely, suppose that a plane P is totally null. That is, in terms
of a vector basis V and IT as before
(2.12.4)

TMT^* + T^IT^ -

- 0.

(2.12.5)

Multiidying equation (2.12.5) by V"\T^,IT^ and IV^^, yields, with the
aid of equations (2.12.4):

-

tMt^)

-

-

tMt-^'
(2.12.6)

- TMT^) = T^(T^1T2 - TMT'‘),
(2.12.7)

W^iV^W^ - T^IT^) = W^iV^W^ - T-^IT^),
(2.12.8)
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]V\VHV^ - V^W^)

- vHv^).

=

(2.12.9)
Now, adding

times equation (2.12.8), \V^ times equation (2.12.6),

times equation (2.12.9) and

times equation (2.12.7) and using

equation (2.12.5), we obtain

(yMr^ -

= o.
(2.12.10)

By a similar manipulation we find that
- V'^W^){VHV'^ -

(I/MV^2 -

= 0.
(2.12.11)

Now suppose that F, in addition to being totally null, is Lagrangian.
If J{V) is not in F, then, since G^ir, J{V)) = 0(lh, V) — 0, the metric
would be identically zero on the 3-space spanned by {V, \\\ J{V)}. For
a non-degenerate metric G on

this is not possible. Thus J{V) G P

and so F is a complex plane. It follows easily that F is self-dual.
On the other hand, suppose that the totally null plane F is not
Lagrangian. Then fl(0, IT) ^ 0 or

\P\V^ - T^IT^ + T^IT^ - T^IT^ ^ 0.
By equations (2.12.10) and (2.12.11), we have TBT^—T^IT^ = V^^IT"^ —
V'‘^IT^ = 0. Aloreover, substituting these in (2.12.6) to (2.12.9) we con
clude that TBI^^ - T^IT^ + T^IT^ - T^IT^ = 0. Then, by Proposition
2.12.1 we must have a;_(T, IT) = 0, which completes the result.
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□

Up to an overall sign, there are two complex structures on

that

are compatible with the metric G:
2

v"!

\’'4

v3'

and
J'{X\X\ X\ X"^) = J{-X\ X\X\ -X'^).
By compatibility we mean that G{J-, J-) = G{-,-) and similarly for J'.
We can utilize these and define two symplectic forms hy Q = G{-, J-)
and

=

That is

Q = dx^ A dx^ — dx^ A dx^

Q' = dx^ A dx^ + dx^ A dx^.

Thus, the symplectic 2-form Q is self-dual while Q' is anti-self-dual.
Moreover:

Proposition 2.12.3. An a-plane is holomorphic and Lagrangian
with resi)ect to (J, H), while a /3-plane is holomorphic and Lagrangian
with respect to (J',fy).

Proof. The proof follows from arguments similar to those of Propo
sition 2.12.2.

Given a null vector V in

□

the planes spanned by {V, J{V)} and

{U, J'{V)} are easily seen to be totally null. More explicitly, the set of
totally null planes is, in fact,

U S^, which can be parameterized as

follows. For a, 6 G R, 0 G [0, 27r) and e = ±1, consider the vector in
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given by
V^{a, b) = (acoscf) + 6sin0, asin0 — 6cos0, a, —eb)
Let

be the plane containing V^{a,b) as a and b vary over R. Then

a quick check shows that

is self-dual, while P^ is anti-self-dual.

Let (Af, G, J, n) be a smooth neutral Kahler 4-manifold. Thus M
is a smooth 4-nianifold, G is a neutral metric, while J is a complex
structure that is compatible with G and

= G(J-,-) is a closed

non-degenerate (symplectic) 2-form.
The existence of a unitary frame at a point of M implies that it is
possible to apply the algebra of the last section pointwise on A/, and
we therefore have

U

worth of totally null j^lanes at each j)oint.

On a compact 4-manifold, the existence of an oriented 2-diniensional
distribution implies topological restrictions on A/ [19], and so not every
compact 4-manifold admits a neutral Kahler structure. However, the
examples we consider are non-compact and the neutral Kahler structure
will be given explicitly.
On any (pseudo)-Riemannian 4-manifold (A/, G) the Riemann cur
vature tensor can be considered as an endomorphism of y\^(A/). The
splitting A^(A/) = A'^(A/) 0 A?.(A/) with respect to the Hodge star op
erator * yields a block decomposition of the Riemann curvature tensor

Riem =

Weyl+ +

Ric
Weyr + i/j

Ric
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where Ric is the Ricci tensor, R is the scalar curvature and Weyl'*' are
the self- and anti-self-dual Weyl curvature tensors [1].
Definition 2.12.2. A (pseudo)-Riemannian 4-manifold {M,G) is

anti-self-dual if the self-dual part of the Weyl conformal curvature ten
sor vanishes: Weyl"*" = 0.
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CHAPTER 3

The Space of Oriented Geodesics of
In this chapter we establish the geometry of the minitwistor space
L(IHI^). The differentiable structure is given in section 3.1 by proving
first that L(IHI^) is topologically homeomorphic to

x

— A, where

A is the diagonal, and then we identify the tangent space T^L(]HI^)
with the 4-dimensional vector space of orthogonal Jacobi fields along
7, where 7 G L(IHI^). In section 3.2 we show that 5^ x 5^ — A inherits a

complex structure J and therefore can be identified with

x

— A,

where A is the reflected diagonal (see Definition 3.1.2). A symplectic
structure O com})atible with the complex structure J is defined on the
tangent bundle of P^ x P^ — A and therefore we define a Kahler metric
G. Finally, in section 3.3 we explore the holomorphic structure of L(IHI^)
and we show that P^ x P^ — A is not biholomorphic with P^ x P^ — A.

3.1.
Let

The differentiable manifold L(]HI^)

be the 3-nianifold of constant sectional curvature —1. There

are several models of

but here we describe only the Poincare hall

model and the upper half space model.
The underlying space of the Poincare ball model is the open unit
ball, that is:
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for standard coordinates {y^,y‘^, y^) on

with the following confor

mally flat metric:
2
ds^ =

[(dy^)^ + {dy^ + {dy^n

l_(^l)2_(,^2)2_(^3)2

The upper half space model has underlying space
= {{x^,x\x^) e R^l

> 0},

for standard coordinates {x^,x^,x‘^) on R^. In these coordinates the
hyperbolic metric has expression:
ds^ =

{dx^Y + [dxY'^ + {dx'^Y
(xoy

These two models are related by the mapping P : R^ —^
.id,

1

:

-^ {y^ y^. y^) dehned by

,

o

2x^

y" =

y = {x^ + 1)2 + (j;l)2 + (x2)2’

^

2.r2

(;r0 + 1)2 + (^1)2 + (^^2)2

(.r0)2 + (:ri)2-^(:r2)2_l

(x0+l)2 + (x>)2-f(x2)2

(3.1.1)

The ma}) F is a diffeomorphism. In fact, it is an isometry: P*{ds^) —
ds^ [31].
Definition 3.1.1. Let L(lHl^) be the space of oriented geodesics in

eT
The topology of L(]H^) is most easily seen using the Poincare ball
model of H^.
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Definition 3.1.2. Let t: S"^

S'^ be the antipodal map and define

the reflected diagonal by
A == {(a/i,//2) e

X S^\

= iiti'z)}-

We can now identify the space of oriented geodesics of

Proposition 3.1.1. The space L(IH[^) of oriented geodesics on hy-

l^erbolic 3-space is homeomorphic to

x

— A.

Proof. Consider the unit ball of H^. In this model, the geodesics

are either diameters, or circles which are asymptotically orthogonal
to the boundary 2-si)here. An oriented geodesic can thus be uniciuely
identified by its beginning and end point on the boundary. Moreover,
any ordered pair of })oints on the boundary 2-si)here define a unique
oriented geodesic, as long as the })oints are distinct. Thus, the space
of oriented geodesics is homeomorphic to 5^ x 5^ — A.
In fact, for geometric reasons which will become clear below, we
will identify an oriented geodesic by the direction of its tangent vector
at past and future infinity (see Figure 1). Since these directions are
inward and outward pointing (respectively), we see that the oriented
geodesics can also be identified with 3“^ x 5^ minus antipodal directions,
as claimed.

□
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For coiiiputatioiial piiri)oses we use the upi)er half-space model of
to describe the geodesics of
3.1.2. The geodesics of

PROFOSrriON

that are not parallel to

the .r®-axis are
1

Cl

2 taiih(r + To) + C3
c? + cl

\/c'l + cl cosh(r + To)

C2
tanh(r + Tq) + C4,
c? + ci
where

r

is the arc length of the geodesic,

Ci, C2, C3, C4, Tq G

M and

are not both 0. Geodesics parallel to the ^r'^-axis are given by

x^{r) =

x^{r) = C3

for C3, C4, To G R.
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x^(r)

= C4,

Ci, C2

Proof. Firstly, we find the Christoffel symbols F^^ of the hyper
bolic metric ds^ which are given by (2.3.15):
~ 2^

idil’J

9jl,i ~

where gij is the matrix representation of the metric tensor

while

is its inverse matrix and gij^i is the ordinary derivative of the function
gij with respect of x^, that is
_ dgij
~ dx' ■
The only non vanishing Christoffel symbols are
pO _ pi _ p2 _
^ 00 ~

01 ~ ^ 02 —

po _pO __

Ml - i 22 - ^^0

,^.o

The geodesic equations
dx^ dxd

^
^

~di^

’

' =

0>

.

.

turn out to be:
dx^ ^ ^
dx'^\
^ ^ dr )
dr

d^x^
dr'i

.^0

d^x^
dr‘^

2 dx^ dx^
=0
xP dr dr

dr‘^

/ dx''^
\ dr

=

0,

2 dx^ dx^
^
=
x^ dr dr

where r is an affine imrameter along the geodesic.
These can be integrated to yield the first integrals:
(.T0)2 + (:tl)2 + (;t2)2

In

h =

=
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2x^

h=

2x2
P)2’

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to r. Thus, /q, /i, I2
are constant along any geodesic.
By paraineterising the geodesic by arc-length we can set /q = 1.
Let /] = Cl and I2 = C2, so that
(.L0)2 + (;r')2 + (.t2)2^(;r0)2,

(3.1.2)
^2

^ C2{x^)‘^.

Combining these equations, we then get

or rearranging;
= (.r«)2-(c? + c2)(A^
Integrating, we have that:

f
./

dx^
/1

a

®)2

= r + To,

— /v(;r

where K = c^ -|- c^.
For Cl

0 or C2 ^ 0 we find that

dx^
:rVl -

1
2

log

2

1 — a/i — K{x^y
1 + y/i — K{x'^Y

\ 1 + \/l - l<(x°Y

So we have
1 - yi - K(.1^Y = e2('-+--»)(i + yi - K(x^Y),
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(3.1.3)

and hence
1
a/cj

+ C2 cosh(r + To) ’

as claimed.
Now, from the second of equation (3.1.2)

we obtain that
Cl
X

—

^2

_ ________ ^2________
(c'f + C2) cosh^(r + To) ’

{cj + C2) cosh (r + To)

Similarly we obtain

and integrated we finally get
=

9

9

rf + c^

tanh(r + Tq) + C3

;r^(r) = - ^ „ tanh(r +
cf + 4

Tq)

+

C4,

as claimed.
The case ci = C2 = 0 follows easily by integration of (3.1.3).

We see that the geodesics in

where Ci,C2 are not both 0, are

with center (0, C3,C4) and radius R

semi-circles in the 3-space

R=

V^i + ci

If we let
^ = Cl +

□

ic2

r] = C3 + ic^,

then the geodesics can be labelled as shown in Figure 2.
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In fact, initially we will define a Kahler structure only on an open
subset of L(H^). We define this subset as follows.

Definition 3.1.3. Let U C L(IHI^) be the set of oriented geodesics
in the ni)per-half space inoflel that are not parallel to the .T°-axis.
Introducing complex coordinates t =

dz

1 f d
2 V dx^

d
^ dx‘^

z=
d
dt,

so

that

d
dx^ ’

the metric tensor g becomes
ds^ =

dt^ + dzdl

(3.1.4)

From Proposition 3.1.2 the points of U are the oriented geodesics in
that are given in terms of the constants ^ and g by

1
1^1 cosh(r + To)

=g+

tanh(r + Tq)
(3.1.5)
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for

G C — {0}, ry G C and Tq G M.
Thus, (^, 77) are local coordinates on U C L(]HI'^) and by setting fq —

0 we fix the paraineterisation on these geodesics. In the next section
we define a Kahler structure on U and extend it to all of L(IH[^). First,
we must explicitly identify the tangent space TU with the orthogonal
Jacobi fields along the associated geodesics in

as defined in section

2.6.
Definition 3.1.4. Let T ; U x M

be the map <I>(^,7/,r) =

(t(^, ?7, r), 2:(^, 77, r)) given by equation (3.1.5) with Tq = 0.
For later use we note that:

Proposition 3.1.3. The derivative of the map T, that is, DT :
X M) —>

is giveii lyy

I 4: I = - tanh r 0

1
0
2^|^| cosli r

dz

0^
d

d

d
dr J

Id
\
d
+
^ cosh'^ r dz ' S, cosh^ r dz

sinh r d
|^| cosh^ r dt'

Proof. This is found by differentiation of T.

□

Definition 3.1.5. A null frame at a point p in IK^ is a trio of
vectors e(o), e(-|.), e(_) G C (8) TpM^ such that:

e(+) = ^(-)

^(0) = ^(0)

^^(e(o),e(o)) =^(e(+),e(_)) = 1
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9{e{o),e(+))

=

0,

where the hyperbolic inner product g is extended l:)ilinearly over C.
an adapted null frame is a null

Given an oriented geodesic in

frame along the geodesic such that e(o) is the tangent to the geodesic.

Proposition 3.1.4. An adapted null frame to the oriented geodesic

(G

^ G is given by

d
d
1
+
e(o) = =
f cosh^ r dz ^ cosh^ r dz
1
\ e-^ d
\/2cosher \. f

sinh r d
|^| cosh” r dt
1
d
\/2\f\ cosh^ r dt

^

Proof. We note that e(o) =

,, ,.) (^) and a straightforward

c:omi)utation gives
/i 0 o\
f/(e’(a),e(/j))

0 0 1

Q, (3 ~ 0, T, —

VO 1 0/

□

Thus we have an adapted null frame as claimed.

Note: An orthonormal frame along the geodesic (G g) is given by
e{Q)

1
sinh r d
Ci
+
y/cf + cl cosh^ r dx^
cf +

1
d
cosh^ r dx^

1
d
C2
cf + cl cosh^ r dx"^
Id
Cl
sinh r d
+
y/cj + cl cosh^ r dx^ cj + cl cosh^ r dx^

+

e(i) -

6(2) -

C2
1
d
cl + cl cosh r dx^

Cl
1
d
cl + cl cosh r dx'^
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Co
sinh r d
+ cl cosh^ r dx^

Ill particular,
^(+) -

+ ^'^(2))

Proposition 3.1.5. The inverse mapping of Proposition 3.1.4 is

(3.1.6)
d

E

Ee~^

Ee^

Proof. From Proposition 3.1.4 we have the linear system

(e(o), e(+), e(_))^ = A

A A ^

Ft

where
^ E,F2

.4 =

E,F2

\/2^E, cosh^ r
?e’'

-\/2v/^sinh

(.e’-

M

-le-'

v4!

So the inverse of A is
_le-r

^

2\/2v^smhr 2^^

)

.4-1 =

2y/2

□

The result follows.
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Let 7 : R —>

be an oriented geodesie. A Jacobi field along 7 is a

vector field X along 7 which satisfies the equation (2.6.2). Because of
the fact that hyperbolic 3-space

has sectional curvature Ahs = — 1,

the Jacobi equation becomes;

V,

-X=0

The solutions of this equation form a 6-dimensional vector space, which
we denote by S{y). Let

be the 4-dimensional vector space of

Jacobi fields that are orthogonal to 7.

Defintfion 3.1.6. For an oriented geodesic 7 in
71,

let P77 ;

be the projection onto the plane orthogonal to the geo

desic.

Let h : 1\V

be defined by h = Pr-y o ZJT.

PROPOSn’iON

3.1.6. The map h has local coordinate descrii)tion

on U

[au
,

, d\

2V2p~^'
ie-'
2v/2

Proof.

,
2^ '■

From Propositions 3.1.3 and 3.1.5 we get
d\

Oa

2v/2^

1^1- y«» 90

€
2v^^

and therefore the projection of

and D<l>(^^r?,r)

the expressions of the Proposition.

gives
□

The next Proposition shows that the tangent T(^,r;)U can be identihed with the orthogonal Jacobi fields along the geodesic

Proposition 3.1.7. The map h is a vector space isomorphism be
tween T-yV and 77“^(7).

Proof. First we show that e(-i-) is a parallel vector field along the
geodesic, that is
^70) ^(+) ^

To do this we compute the non-vanishing covariant derivatives;
1
d
d
V^— = --iCicoshr—,
01 dz
2
oz
d
1
d
Va— = —-|^1 coshr—.
dt
^dt

d
1
d
Vo 7- = -KIcoshr—,
oz dz
2
at
_ d
1
d
Va-^ = —ttKI coshr—,
dz
2' '
dz
Thus
—
^

d
70)^ -

d

1^1

(9

+ 2Ccoshr^’

d
, d
\^\
d
= tanhr— + -=---- — —,
dz
dz 2^ cosh r dt

^
d
\^\
d
\^\
d
^ d
Ve(o)77 = -7---- T—^ - 7---- j—^ + tanhr—,
at
^ cosh r oz ^ cosh r dz
dt
and hnally we have that
Ve(„)e(+) = 0.
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Now, since the frames are parallel, for a = —, + and any function f{r]
V7

(f

\ -^JL

fV7

dr
<Pf

^e(„) (/^(a)) - '^6(0)

df^

(Pf

Now we are ready to prove our claim. Since the frame is adapted, we
have that 7 = e(o) and

2x/2^ ^(-)

I

d?' [
dr^ V

2\/2C

^(+) +

dr^

V

e
) ^(-)

2V2U

2v^^':e(-)

:^(+)

2\/2r'"^

='"i
Thus h{^) is a Jacobi field along the geodesic. Similarily /i(^) can be
shown to be a Jacobi field along the geodesic. Moreover, these vector
fields span the space of orthogonal Jacobi fields along the geodesic.

Note: In order to transfer geometric data between L(IHI^) and
use a correspondence space:

L(e3) X M

TTl
L(e'^)
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□

we

The key property of this correspondence is that, given 7 G L(HI^),
the set <I> o 7rj“^(7) is the oriented geodesic in
pG

TTi o

while, for a point

is the set of oriented geodesics in L(IHI^) that pass

through p.
The map d> takes an oriented geodesic 7 in L(IHI^) and a real number
r to the point on 7 an affine parameter distance r from some fixed point
on the geodesic. This choice of point on each geodesic can be made
globally, but we more often just use a local choice, which is sufficient
for our purposes.
We can parameterise the geodesics in

so that the closest point

to the origin in the ball model is at affine parameter r = 0.

Proposition 3.1.8. The map d> : L(]HI^)xM

is ((pi,

{y\y^,y^) with

y'+ry^

^2(1 +

(1 + i//i|2)(i +
(1 +

—

i/i2i^)coshr

/^i(i +

+ |i + /ii/i2i v/(rTT/i7PT(rTi7t^’

2\^-r
- i/x2Re^ - (1 + |/^2R(1 - l/bRe

21(1 + l/bp)(l + 1^2^) coshr + |1 + P'iP2|\/(l + Imi|^)(1 + lA^2p)]
where r is an affine parameter such that at r = 0 is the closest point
of the geodesic {pi, p,2) to the origin in the ball model of H^.

Proof. Let P :

etry in

i—^

be the isom

from the upper half space model to the ball model of

given by equations (3.1.1):
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Introducing the complex variables z =

ix^ and w =

iy'^

and l)y setting t — x^, p — y^, the isometry P becomes
w=

2z
|2 + (i+l)2

P=

+
P{tP If
(3.1.8)

Let 7 = (^, 77) be an oriented geodesic in defined in

the upper half

space model by
=7+

tanh r
^

t=

1
|(^|coshr

Since P is an isometry, P(7) is also an oriented geodesic

(3.1.9)
described

in the ball model by (3.1.8). Let D be the Euclidean distance from
the origin in

with local coordinate's {y^py^,y^). Then the Euclidean

distance from the origin to a point in 7 is given by
l~|2+(^_l)2

D = \w\ + p —

+ (t + iy

and finally
D-

a cosh r + b sinh r — 2\^\ ^
a cosh r + 6 sinh r + 2|^|~^

(3.1.10)

where,

-hi
Because of the fact that the hyperbolic metric in the ball model is
conformally flat, the shortest point of 7 from the origin with respect
to the Euclidean and the hyperbolic metrics coincide. Therefore, in
order to find the shortest point on 7 from the origin O, we minimise
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the Euclidean distance given by (3.1.10). This gives
1,

/iMit + i
Im2|"

where,

dD
dr r=ro

=

0.

From the expression

1

~

Mi/^2

2/i2

,

+

1

+

Mi/^2

2/^2

t=

tanhr,

|1 + flll-l2\
2\fi2\ coshr ’

we obtain.

- Mi/^2
//2(e2^ + 1)

f=

|l + //i/i2|
\/.i2\
e2^ + r

Substistiiting r = Tq, we get
a) —
^0

h2(|/hP + 1) — /^l(|//'2|^ + 1)
|/T/'''2p + 2|//2|'^ + 1
|1 + MiA^2|\/(|/^'iP + l)(|/i2|^ + 1)
|/h/^2|^ + 2|/i2p + 1

We can then find the following;
|2 _L +2 _ l/^lA^2p + 2|pip + 1
"o| + to —
lMi/^2p + 2|/r2p + 1

+ {to + 1)

2 _ 2[(IMiP + f)(|A^2p + 1)
lMi/^2p + 2|/r2p + 1

+

|1 + /^iM2|\/(|MiP + l)(l/^2p + 1)]
|Mi/^2|^ + 21^21'^ + 1
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and finally, using (3.1.8), the shortest point {wq^ Pq) of 7 from the origin.
IS

P2{\Pl\‘^ + 1) “ /^l(lM2p + 1)

Wo

(1/^11^ + l)(l/^2p + 1) + |1 + Ml/i2| V^(|/ilP + l)(|/^2p + 1)

Po —

\pi\^-\p:
(l/^lP + ^){\P2p 4- 1) + |1 + PiP2\\/{\PlP + l)(|A^2p + 1)

So far, we have found the closest point of the given oriented geodesic
7 = {pi, P2) to the origin in the ball model of hyperbolic 3-space. Our
goal, is to find a new expression of the map $ such that the parameter
r starts from the closest point to the origin in the ball model. In order
to do this, we first replace the parameter r with r -f ro in the equation
(3.1.9) and after that we find (u’,p) using (3.1.8). This replacement in
(3.1.9) gives

P2{\piP + l)e^ - /b(|//2p + l)e~^
lP2p(pip + l)e^ + (IM2P + l)et =

|1 + PlP2\\/{\Pl\‘^ + 1)(|/^2|^ + 1)
|^2p(MiP + l)e'' + {\p2p + l)e“^ ’

and therefore we find the followings useful expressions:
|2

^2 _ (l/^lP + 1)^^ + \Pl\^{\P2\^ + l)e’'
\p2\‘^{pi\'^ +

+ it + lf =

+ (|/^2p + l)e'

2[(|^ip + l)(|M2p + 1) coshr
|/^2p(/^ip + l)e^ + (|/i2p + l)e|1 + PlP2\\/{\Pl\‘^ + ^){\P2p + 1)]
+

\p2\‘^{pip + l)e'' + (|Ai2p + l)e-'’
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Then the map $ is given by
w

^

+ l)e'’ - A^i(|/i2p + l)e‘
(|^i|2 + 1)(|^2|^ + l)coshr + |1 + /ii/i2| v'd/iip + l)(|/i2p + 1)

_ ______ (Ia^iP ~ l)dA^2p + l)e~^ - d/iip + l)d/i2p - l)g^______
2[dpi|2 + l)d//2p + l)coshr + |1 + A^i/i2|\/(bip + l)dA^2p + 1)]

□
3.2.

The Kahler structure on L(]HI^)

A Kahler structure on a 4-inanifold M is a triple (J, Q, G), where JI
is a complex structure (see section 2.9), Q is a syrnplectic 2-forni (see
section 2.11) and G is an inner product. These are required to satisfy
the conditions:

We now construct a Kahler structure on L(]HI^). We first define the
structure on the oi)en subset U C L(IHI^) and then show that it extends
to the whole space.
Definition 3.2.1. Given an oriented geodesic 7 in

71)

^

let 71^ :

be rotation through 90® about the tangent vector to the

geodesic.
Because we are working in a space of constant curvature this rota
tion preserves Jacobi fields:
Proposition 3.2.1. [21] The map

Now we define our complex structure:
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takes

to J^.

T-.U be defined to be J =

Definition 3.2.2. Let J : TLU

^ o

TZ^ o h.

For a vector X G

we have:

/(X) = h-'oTll^(h(X)) = h-'{-h(X)) = -X.
Therefore,

= —Id and thus, J is an almost complex structure. In

order to be a complex structure J must also satisfy a certain integrability condition. This is equivalent to the existence of holoniorphic
coordinates, which we demonstrate below.

Proposition 3.2.2. The following vectors form an eigenbasis for

at (^,7/):
-2d
d^

d
dr]

Proof. Note that 7?..^(e(+)) =
-2

d

d\

, _i

d^
76(4.)

and thus we have
\

^

dT]

,
*«(+)
,'72

d

d

Similarly, we have

^

dT])

y d^

dr]

□

as claimed.
We introduce holoniorphic coordinates on U as follows:
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Definition 3.2.3. Define (^1,^2) G

by

M2 =

(3.2.1)

M+

the inverse relation being

M = “o

(3.2.2)

“ —

2 V

/i2

Mi 3“ —

M2

We are now in a position to prove one of our main results;
Theorem 3.2.1. The almost complex structure J extends to the

whole of L(IHI^) and is integrable.
(L(IHI^), J) is biholomorphic to

x

Moreover, the complex surface
— A.

Proof. We hrst note that (//i,/i2) are holomorphic coordinates on
U. Indeed,

c)
dfii
d _
d]i2

-I 2
d
2//2
2 [(/ri/i2 + 1)J
1

d
2//;
]i^]i2 + lj di

1
2]il

\ d
2 dr]

1 (-2 d
2 \

d
dr]/'

d
dffj

e---]

^ di

dT]^'

and hence we find that
J

d]Li J

d]ii'

V^M2/

= i-

d

^M2’

so we have holomorphic coordinates for J and therefore the almost
complex structure is integrable.
These coordinates come from the past and future boundaries of the
oriented geodesic in the ball model. To see this explicitly, introduce
coordinates {w,p) on the 3-ball by u; =
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+ iy^ and p = y^. The

isometry P given by equations (3.1.1) becomes P{z,t) — {w,p), with
w

2(t + 1)
p=l - —
^
^
ZZ + {t + \)^

:^+(t+l)2’

Mapping a geodesic 7 G U to the Poincare ball we get

2
w=
-b

77 + = j

+ r; - i

i + I + I + 1)

^“i“i+

2

p= 1-

+1

1 + 1 + 1)

1- (w + i

= lim w{r) ,

W- = lim w{r),
7*—00

= lim p(r) ,

P- = ^ lim p(r),

Define
r—^oo

r—^oo

and find
2(,; + l )

2p,2

VV + ^ + 1 + f + i
2

P+ = 1

VV + ji + ^ + 1 + 1
K"-?)

W- =

■W + ’ - i - 1 + 12
-1 + 1

P2P2 + 1
1 - P2P2
1 + P2P2'
2pi
PiPi + 1 ’
PiPi - 1
PiPi + 1

We see that
W+W+ +

= 1 =7

W-W- + p‘^_ — I

p+) e dB^ = S'^

=4> {w-, P-) G dB^ = 5^
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i

Ill fact, fdo is the Iioloniorphic coordinate obtained on

by stereo

graphic projection from the south pole, while /fi is the anti-holomorphic
coordinate (the composition of stereographic projection and the antipo
dal map l).
It is now clear that the definition of J as rotation of Jacobi fields
about the oriented geodesic extends to all of L(IHI^) and the Theorem
follows.

□

We now define the symplectic structure on U.
Definition 3.2.4. Let X, Y g T^V. Define a 2-form on U by

n(X, Y) = ry(/i(X), V^(h(Y)) - ^/(/i(Y), V,(/i(X))
Proposition 3.2.3. The 2-forni Q is given in local coordinates

(^, //) i>y
1

and so is closed and non-degenerate - that is, it is a symplectic struc
ture.
Proof. We have found that

d\

ou
dU
d\
dr])

2v^d‘'
e''
' 2^2^'^^"
2\/2‘’‘^’

d\
di]) " 2C2"'"> + 2C2®<“’
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Thus, the only non-vanishing components of Q can l:)e computed to be

\dedrj

2

-

□
The complex structure and symplectic form are compatible in the
following sense:

Proposition 3.2.4.
J-) = n(-, •)•

Proof. Let X, Y G TyU and we compute
S!(JI(X)J(Y)) = 3(/>(J(X)). V,(/t(J(Y))) -3(MJ(Y)). V^,(ft(J(X)))
= 9(7^,(ft(X)).V^(7^,(/i(Y)))
-fy(K,(/.(Y)),V,(K,(MX)))).
It is clear that the Proi)osition holds if V.^ and

commute on orthog

onal vector fields along the geodesic. To see this, let X = f e(+) + / e(_)
be an orthogonal vector field along the geodesic 7. Then
V,(7?,(X)) = V,i(/ e,+) - / e(_,) = r(f e,+, - / e,_))

= TCi(/e(+) + /e(_)) = TC,(V,(X)),

□

as claimed.

Definition 3.2.5. The Kahler metric G on U is defined by
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This has local coordinate expression:

Proposition 3.2.5. The Kahler metric has the following expres

sion in local coordinates
^ =

-\

~

~

•

Proof. First we express the symplectic form Q in terms of /ii,/i2-

Bv Definition 3.2.3 we have

and so
dill = -dr]

1
^

-

- =2^^ ’

d]i2 =

1
(//^ + 1)2

n = -7.21 (\ di -/^2—1

2
di + iT

and so
dry =

(dfii + idyl2
^ V
d2

= -7=

(M2<#^1 - df-L2)

(/Xl/i2 + 1)'

Now,
n = — Re[d^ A dry]

and
d^ A drj = ——(yi24fi - ^^^2) A ( dy/j + ^^^2 )
(y/i/i2 + 1)2 '
'V
M2
/

(MiM2 + 1)^

dfli A d/i2
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hence

-

+ 1)

dfii A dji2 + Tz:-----------<^A^2

+ 1)'

(3.2.3)
Now we can find G in these coordinates
di^i 0 djl2 - 7=--------

(/^i/^2 + 1)^
(3.2.4)

(7/C+1)M
4.
2 II

2

f

, .(^C + l)"l

)I G —=----+ 1)2 iCdr] - dO +
,

1 ,,

2

i(dr/ + ^dO 0 i^^dr] - d^ - ]{dr] +
4
^
4
^2
'/

/

4

1

. -2

^

’~2

(^ dr; - dO
0 (^^^ “ ^0

-2

^d^" - i^df+rv -

□

as claimed.
We are now in a position to prove oiir second result;

Theorem 3.2.2. The Kahler structure is defined on the whole of
the space L(IHl^). The metric G is of neutral signature, is conformally
hat, scalar hat and non-Einstein.
Proof. It is clear from the expression of G and Q in holomorphic
coordinates (see equations (3.2.3) and (3.2.4)) that these are well dehned except where fii — —^^is is just the rehected diagonal,
and so the Kahler structure is well-dehned on the whole of the space
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L(]H[^). The signature of the metric G is (+ H------). In holoniorphic
coordinates, the metric has a representation matrix {Gki) where,

/

\

1

0

0

Gi-/ — —i
0
0
which it has inverse
^

G^'^ = i

0

0

0

(1 + ^1/^2)

—(1 +

0

0

0

—{l + fiif.12)^

0

0

0

0

0

y{\ + H1IJ2)

0

/

The only non-vanishing Christoffel symbols (see expression (2.3.15))
are:
pMi

_____ ‘^1-^2

p/ii

^ Ml Ml

= =;Mi

MUii ’

pM2

2fi-[

and
pM2 _
^ M2 M2

pM2
^ M2 M2 ■

Using now the equation (2.5.5) we compute the components of the
Riemann curvature tensor which the only non-vanishing of them, are
R-

''2 =

__R-

,

= ------ -------

and then we can see that the Weyl tensor vanishes, and thus the metric
G is conformally flat.
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The only non-vanishing components of the Ricci curvature tensor,
which are given by Rij —

are
2

o
~

2

^
~

+

0+7^'

The metric G is not Einstein since there does not exist a smooth
function A on L(IHI^) such that Ric = AG.
The scalar curvature S is given by S' = Rj};&^\ Then
5=

= 0,

and therefore the metric G is scalar flat, as stated.

□

As in the case of oriented lines of E^, this metric has the following
mechanical interpretation: The length of a vector X G T.^L(IHI^) is the
angular momentum of the Jacobi field h{X) about the geodesic 7 in

3 .3 .

Consider

The holomorphic structure on L(IHI^)
x Ph Then the homology group H2{F^ x P^) = Z 0 Z

has generators [h] and [u], where h and v are horizontal and vertical
fibres of the natural projections.

The intersection pairing on these

generators is obviously
[h] . [v] = 1

[/,] . [h] = [v] . [v] = 0.

It is also not hard to show that [A] = [h] + [v] and [A] = [h] — [v]
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Let C be a closed holoinorphic curve in

x PL Then

[C] = m[h] + 72[v],
where m > 0, n > 0 and, with m and n not both zero. Clearly
[C] • [A] = rn + n > 0 ,
so every closed holoinorphic curve in P^ xP^ must intersect the diagonal.
We conclude that there are no closed holoinorphic curves in P^ x P^ —
A. If L(IHI^) were biholoinorphic to P^ x P^ — A, then by Proposition
5.2.8 there would be no closed totally umbilic surfaces in

which

we show is not true (the geodesic spheres being the counter-examples).
No such restriction applies to P^ x P^ — A, since there are many closed
holoinorphic curves in P^ x P’ that do not intersect A, one example
being A:
[A] • [A] = 1 - 1 = 0.
Thus the distinction between P^ x P^ — A and P^ x P^ — A is essential.
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CHAPTER 4

The Isometry Group of the Neutral Kahler Metric
In this chapter, we prove that the identity component of the isom
etry group of the metric G on L(IHI^) is isomorphic to the identity
component of the isometry group of

which is the group S'0(l,3).

That is:
Theorem 4.0.1. The identity component of the isometry group of
the metric G on L(IHI^) is isomorphic to the identity component of the
hyperbolic isometry group.
We prove this by way of a number of propositions: first we find the
Killing vectors of G and of the hyperbolic metric g in section 4.1. Then
we integrate those of g up to get explicit expressions for the isometry
group of

and find how this group acts on L(IHI^) in section 4.2.

Finally in section 4.3 we show that the infinitesimal generators of this
action are precisely the Killing vectors of G.
4.1.

The Killing vectors of L(IHI^) and

We start then with:
Proposition 4.1.1. The Killing vectors of G form a 6-paranieter
Lie algebra given by
2\

/

[Cl

+

C2gi

+

^

Csf.1]^)—----- h

dgi
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/—

—

—

2\

^

(C3 — C2/X2 + Ci/r2) —
dii2\

where Ci, C2, C3 G C.

Proof. Let

Me (

+
d/ii

be a vector field on L(]HI^) with K^' =

dfi2

//.j, 1.I2, jl2) foi’ i — 1,2.

If now the vector field K is a Killing vector field then it must satisfy
equation (2.7.3), that is
(4.1.1)

^diGjK- + Gfc,cljlK* + Gj.dkK^ = 0,
where 0 represents partial differentiation.

In what follows we denote the Killing equation with specific values
of the indices j and k simply by (j, k). Thus, for example, (//i,/li) will
mean the Killing equation (4.1.1) with j = f.Li,k = jli- Similarly for
the derivatives of these equations.
To start then, the (/ri,/ii) and {^12,^2) equations are

=0,

=0,

and so

= WHkul-^2,fl2).

=]K^n^b,/li,A^2),
Now, differentiating the
{k2ki

+ 1)

equation with respect to
^

2.{fi2^ii

110

+ 1)5^2®^^^ ~ 0-

112

gives

This can l)e rewritten
=

0,

which integrates to
= ^2 +
Since

dl

ai = aiifiu 111,112) eC,

/ii//2 + 1

z = l,2.

= 0 we get

{l-llf-L2

+ 1)5^iQ;2 + dfiiOCl

—

0.

Differentiating this with respect to jl2 we see that djx^a2 = 0, and
hence

- 0.

Thus Qi and a2 are holoinorphic, that is

=

<^2 = (^2(/'tl,/^2)-

We now differentiate the equation (/ii,//2) with respect to //i yield
ing

which, by a similar argument, has solution
= Q3 +

«4
+1

II2) ^

<^3(M17M2),

The equation (/ii, [12) now gives rvi = o;4 = 0, while
that
^^1*3^2 + 25^1 q;2 — 0,
with solution
a2 — Oi^-\-------------,

<^5(^2),

/b
111

CV6(/^2)

^ C.

{/ii, p.i) says

Now, (9? j 5^2 (/^ 1 ^ M1) I'eafls
— (/ii/i,2 + l)^(9^i2^6 + 2a(5^/5'^2 — 0,

= 0. On the other hand, the derived equation

which implies that

(M25M2) implies that
M2^^2^3 +

2d^^as —

0

and so
0^3 — Q'7 +

h2
where 0:7 = a7(/ii),

^ C.

Substituting the pi'evions results in equation (p2i/^2) we hnd that
(/7i//2 +

+ 2d8/q//2 = 0,

from which we conclude that 08 = dThe derived equation
O'! — Cl

Similarly,

(/b,/^2) implies that
C2IJ.1

+ C3P1,

0 and so

Cl, C2, C3 G C.

iniplies that ^^2*^5
~^
M2
05 — C4 + C5/i2 + C6/i2,

=

therefore have

C4, C5, Cq G C.

Finally, putting all of the preceding together we obtain

— Cl + C2/ii + C3//1,

— C3 ~ C2/i2 + Ci/i2,

□

as claimed.
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By a similar method we compute the isometry group of the up])er
half-space model of

and its Lie algebra.

Proposition 4.1.2. The Killing vectors of the hyperbolic metric g

form a 6-parameter Lie algebra given by
— + K’
K^ ^
—
dx^
dx^

K=

d
dx'^ ’

where
= (n.4 +

= an -

2

+ aQx‘^)x^,

+ a^x^ + a^x^x^,

«'5[(t°)^ -

-

K'^ = ag -

{x^Y]

+ uiox^ + a4X^ +

for (74, Ur,, a,(y, ag, aio, an G M.

Proof. Let K^d/dx^ -f K^d/dx^ + K^djdx^ be a Killing vector of

the hyper1)olic metric g. Then it satisfies
K'digjk + gkidjic + gJ^^kK' -= 0,

(4.1.2)

where gtj = {x^)~^6ij
As before, we denote the Killing equation with specific values of
the indices j and k simply by {j,k). Thus, for example, {x^,x‘^) will
mean the Killing equation (4.1.2) with j = x^,k = x^. Throughout, all
functions will be real-valued.
To start then, the (t®,t°) equation is x^d^oK^ —
solution

= 0, with

= aix^ for a.i — fti(:r^,.T^). Substituting this into the
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and {x^,x^) we obtain

equations

x^d^iai + 5x0 A'^ = 0

x^dx^ai + d^oK^ = 0,

which we integrate to

A'^

= ao — l/2{x^)‘^dxicii,

and
A^ = as - l/2(a:°)^5x2ai,
for 02 =

^^iid 03 — 03(0:^, j:^).

Now the derived equations 5^05^o(o:\ x^), 5^0(2:^, .r^) yield
5^201 = 0,

5^101 = 0,

5x25x10i = 0.

The hrst of these implies tq = a + bx^ for a = a{x^) and b = 6(x^), while
the last equation means that dj^ib = 0 and so b is constant. The middle
equation says that 5xi(5xiOi) = 5^ia = 0 and hence a = c + dx^, where
c,d are constants. Therefore we have Oi = 04 + a^x^ + a^x"^, where
04,05,05 are constants.
Substituting the above results to the equations (x^x^) and (x“,x^)
we obtain
5x1^2 — 04 — 05X^ — OeX^ = 0

5x203 — 04 — 05X^ — oex^ = 0,

with solutions
O2 — O7 + 04X^,1 +I

/,,U2
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OsX^X^,

and
^3

— cis “I" <3,4.T + —C[6(;r“) +

where 07 = a-j{x‘^) and

CL^X X

,

— a^{x^).
(Iq — 0 and therefore

Now the equation dj.i{x‘^^ x^) gives

as == ag + aio^^ - -a6(x^)“,

where a9,aio are constants.
From dx2{x‘^^x^) says that d^oCii + as = 0 and therefore
I
2 ^
fly — flu + fli2‘3^ ~

/ 2\2
) ,

where aii,ai2 are constants. The equation
Finally, assembling the expressions for

gives aio = —anwe get:

A'^’ = (a4 + fl5^3:^ + a6.r^).T°,
= ail - ^fl5[(3:°)^ -

A'^ = ag - ^aeKx*^)^ +

~ fliofl^^ +

+ aeX^T^,

- (x^)^] + aio-x^ + a^x^ T asx^x^,

as claimed.

□

We now re-introduce variables (t, z) in the upper half-space model
of

by
t = x^ G IR+,

2: = x^ -H ix^ G C.

Then we may give the Killing vectors of the hyperbolic metric in these
variables.
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Corollary 4.1.1. The Killing vectors of the hyperbolic metric g
are
A' = M

d
at

d
oz

t{'y + 2olz)——h ‘2[P + 'yz — cxt^ + Olz’^)-;—

for a, /3,7 e C.

Proof. By setting
Q —-(as + iae),

(3 — a\\-\-ia^,

7 — ^4 +

□

the result follows from Proposition 4.1.2.

4.2.

The action of the isometry group of

We now integrate the Killing vectors of

PROPOsrriON

and L(IHI^)

to get the group action:

4.2.1. The isometry group of

is 6-diniensional,

parameterized by <'v,/5,7 G C, and the associated 1-parameter group of
local isometries which map ((toj-o),^) i—> {t{s),z{s)) for a and 7 not
l)oth zero, is

z{s) =

^0 - r -

- l)(|^o - rp + t^)l(|^o - t\^ +
-T -

- l)(No -

t|2

+ tf

+

71 +~yi

t{s) =
o-r where r is a solution of

- l)(|2o - f|2 + ^2)

-e 2 '
/2

+ 'yr + /3 = 0 and 7i = 7 + 2qt.

For 0 = 7 = 0 the isometries are

— to,

;r(s) — /3s + zq.
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+ T,

: s i—> t{s)d/dt +

Proof. Consider the integral curve M ^

z{s)d/dz^ of the vector field K. To find the integral curves explicitly
of K we have to solve the system of differential equations
t' = t ^^(7 + 7) + ^2: + Q2:^ ,

z = l3

^z — at^ + az"^,
(4.2.1)

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect of the variable 5.
For Q; = 7 = 0 the result follows immediately, so we now consider
the case where a and 7 are not both zero.
First let us assume that (3 — 0. The system (4.2.1) can be written
as
= VMV" 7 BY + VD'^,

(4.2.2)

where
z

a 0

t
,

V =

^=

—t z

’
0

O'

1
^ = 02

7 0
0 7_

The system (4.2.2) is a matrix Riccati equation and has general solution
[461
T -1

p=g

K~'

- / Q'^AQds
3o

where Vq = V(0) and Q is a 2 x 2 matrix satisfying the equation
Q' = BQ,

Q(0) = /,

I being the 2x2 identity matrix.
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This has the solution
6* 2 ^

Q=

ei'

0

and so

0

Q^AQ =
0
Thus

[ Q^AQds =
Jo
If the initial value of

5(e^"-l)

0

0

is

Vl

V2

-V2

Vl

for n2 G M and Vi G C then

c = Vo-' - /

Jo

=

Q'^^AQds

v\ -

- i)

V2

-V2

and the determinant of C is

a
det C = \vi — —
7

— 1)|^ -f v^.

So, we obtain the inverse of C:
T -1

Kq-' - / Q'^AQds

-V2
det C

V2
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Vl -

f

- 1)

Finally we find the solution
til -

1
V = QC-^Q'^ =
detC

■V2e 1+7
2 ^,

- 1

(u, - 2(e^“ - 1))

1+7 .

V2e 2 ^

For /? = 0 then, the integral curves are
■.{s) =

Vi - f

- 1)

:,ys

ki - f(e'” - l)P + «2

t{s) = -

V2
k’l -

- 1)1^ +

e 1±2 1^.

To solve the general case with 13^0, choose a complex nimiber r
satisfying (3 = —'jr — ar"^. Then a shift z ^ z + t and completing the
squares on the i: term of right-hand side of the second equation (4.2.1)
reduces the equations to the system (4.2.2). Thus the general solution
turns out to be
- 1)

Vi -

is) =

ki -

V2

t{s) =

-f T,

1)P + V:

-

e

ll+7l
2

•

- l)p +

where 7i = 7 + 2qt.
Setting
Vi =

ro - r
V2

we obtain that i:(0) = c;o

= -■

to
\zo - t\'^

ro-Tp + i^

^(0) = to and the result follows.

□

Since the above transformations ((to, -^o), s) ^ (t(s), ;^(s)) are isome
tries of

they map oriented geodesics to oriented geodesics. The

following describes explicitly this as a map from L(IHI^) to itself.
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Proposition 4.2.2. The above action maps oriented geodesics in
coordinates according to: for a and 7 not Iroth zero:
V-r-

- 1) [i] + ^ - r) [r] - ^ - r
+ r,

y4(Q,7i,r) • i?(a,7i,T)

^ .^e“^'M(a,7i,T) • B(a,7i,T),

where .4(a,7i,T) and B(q', 7i,r) are given by
.4(cv,7i,r) =

- 1)

+ ^ -^

- f,

and
a
B(cv,7i,t) = —
7i

- 1,

while for a = 7 = 0
// I—> 1

] + j3s

^

Proof. It suffices to work on U c L(IHI'^) and consider the action
on the oriented geodesics
tanhr
^ ’

-0=^/4----- ?—?

^0 =

1
|,^|coshr

We will find the oriented geodesic that is ol:)taincd by mapping this ori
ented geodesic by the 1-parameter group of actions in the last Propo
sition.
The case q = 7 = 0 follows trivially, so we omit the proof and
consider the case where a and 7 are not both zero.
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Denote
tanh r

A = 1^0 - rP + tl = 77 - r +
2, 1 ,
-\V-r\ + —^
^ ^■ Set A =

Then we obtain 7;i7;i

2

2

h-Ap + 7;2 =

tanh r.

+

— 1) and

1 — A(~o— '?■) —A(;io — ^) + I ApA
A
1 - A(7; - r) - X{fj - f) + |A|2 (^\r] - rp + ^
A
«^ + M5^)tanhr

+

A

We now shift r; to ?/ T r -this will simplify the calculations and can be
undone at the end by shifting i] to 7; — r. Thus the above expression
becomes

,
,
Id - Ap +

1-A77-A77 + IAP

+^
^^

A
^^ + J^i^)tanhr

+

A~

Then,
t= -

•>1 +71
V2
e 2 •
|7;i - A|2 + n|

and therefore
_l lillL
t=
— A77 — Xr] + lAp|7/p +

coshr +
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sinhr

Introducing values Ai, A2 by
^1 —

A2 — \B{a, 7i, 0)1,

7i» b)|,

then we may rewrite t as follow

t=
cosh f r + log ^
Hence, we have the following map

1 —.
r ' = r _L
+ log
A2
It remains now to find how the /; transforms. To find this we have to
find the 2:.
vi ■■

- 1)

■

\vi -

- l)p + vj
_

71
1- Xr]-Xri+ |A|2|7;12 + g}? +

rj +

tanh r _

^

_ 2)

71 ^

^

_ i)A
olis

tanh r

'';P + j^+(f+ f|tanhr

1 — A7 — Ary + |A|2|r/|2 +

coshr +

^ ^ ) sinh?’

coshr

^AiA2e~'^^^ cosh
1 _

^

+ log
271

_ 1)

!Z 7. 2

U ^ ^

sinh r

cosh (r + log ^
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cosh r

cosh ^

+ log ^ j

^ — Aje^)

2^AiA2A{a, 7i, 0)B(a, 71,0)
C7]4-l-§(e^^^-l) 7/+i

+
2^yliy42e“'>'i® cosh (r + log

fr, - 1 -

A2

- 1)

+
2^AiA2e~^'^^

cosh

+ log ^

e^'» coslr' (r + log

+

’

^ .4(cv, 71,0)5(0,71,0)

We now observe that
cosh"^ (r + log

+ 1^8^)

"

^ .4(o,7i,0)5(o,7i,0)
and
1 2
?'; + i-|^(^’’‘'’-i)
v + -^
271

T
^(«,7l,(^)
.2
Ai =
5(o,7i,0)

-4(o,7i,0)

^7/ + 1 +

1

^(«,7i,0).

Similarly,

-I -

271

- 1)

^ 4^0,71,0)
5(q,7i,0)
/l(o,7i,0)
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^r]-l-

^
1

B{a, ji,0)_

Ill addition,
^77 - 1

1
^(q,7i,0)

B(q,7i,0)

+

^(a,7i,0)B(a,7i,0)

=

0.

Thus, we have
.715 V -

- 1) {jl + t) (^ - l) +

tanh(r+log

/l(ci,7i,0)B(a,7i,0)
Therefore we have the following mapping

T] =

- 1) [v + \) [V - \

V-

,7is

/l(a;,7i,0)B(a,7i,0)

= .fe“^'T4(ei,7i,0)B(a,7i,0),
r' = r + log

A':

Finally we shift q back to r/ — r to yield the state result:
q-T q =

- 1) (// + j -

~

~

A(n:,7i,T)B(o;,7i,r]

-f T,

= .^e"^'M(Q:,7i,r)B(cv,7i,T).

□

4.3.

Proof of Main Result

Proof of Theorem 4.0.1: We have obtained a map

F :

L(e^)

X

E - L(H^) : ((C f/).(/i(C»?,«),/2(f,»?,«)),

where, for a and 7 not both zero:
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= ie ^'M(a,7i,r)B(a,7i,r),
1-T f2{^,V,s) =

-l)(r] + j -

t)

[t] -

j

-

t

+ r,

/l(a,7i,r)B(a,7i,T)

and for Q =: 7 — 0
= ^

/2(^,r/,s) - 77 + /?S.

We will show that for any s G M this map is an isometry of G. In
order to do so, we first find the derivative of F at the point s = 0
F. { ^
(is

d
d
dfi
^ ^ ^ ^^df2
dh
7^7
+
(Is 0 dS,
ds 0
(is o dr]
ds o dr]

Calculating the derivatives of F in the case a — 7 = 0 and convert
ing to (//i,p2) coordinates we obtain the vector field
- fdl-4^ ) .
a/ii

d/ii

which are the Killing vectors of G found in Proposition 4.1.1 with
Cl = —C2 = 0 and C3 = 0.
On the other hand, suppose that a and 7 are not both zero. Then
dfi
ds

dh
ds
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= 71(77-r) + Q; fe-7 + ^j

Recalling now the change of coordinates to (/ri, (12) in L(IHl^) we obtain

If
1 \ ^ dfi
df2
K ^ — -- (//] + — ) -j- —
4 \
fi2 / ds 0
ds
7ir —

+ (71 - 2aT)iii — a/if

2^/2

ds

0
= -Q; - (71 -

2aT)fi2 - {jiT -

Now substituting 71 = 7 + 2ar and jr + ar'^ = —fd back in the above
exi)ressions, we find that
= -/? + 7//1 - o/i-J,

= -O' - 7/^2 -

These are precisely the Killing vectors of G found in Proposition 4.1.1
with Cl = —/?, C2 = 7 and C3 = —d, and hence
lsoo(L(H^),G) = Isoo(IHI^ry),
as claimed.
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CHAPTER 5

Submanifolds of L(IHI^)
Ill this chapter we study the geodesics and the surfaces in L(HI^).
In particular in section 5.1 we show that the geodesics of G correspond
to ruled niinimal surfaces in

which are totally geodesics iff the

geodesics are null. Two diniensional submanifolds of L(IHI^) are studied
in the section 5.2. We prove that a surface E in L(IHI^) is Lagrangian
iff there exists a surface in

orthogonal to the geodesics of E. We

also consider complex curves in L(IHI^).
5.1.

The geodesics of G

A curve in L(IHI'^) is a l-iiaranieter family of oriented geodesics in
- which we refer to as a ruled surface in

The ruled surfaces

that c:onie from geodesics of the neutral Kahler metric in L(]HI^) have
a particularly elegant characterisation:
Theorem 5.1.1. The geodesics of the Kahler metric G are gener
ated by the 1-parameter subgroups of the isometry group of G.
A ruled surface generated by a geodesic of G is a minimal surface
in

and the geodesic is null iff the ruled surface is totally geodesic.
Proof. For / c M, let c : / —> L(]H['^) be a geodesic in L(IHI^)

with affine parameter t. By an isometry we can move the geodesic
to he in U C L(IHI^) and use coordinates (^,77) as earlier. Thus the
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geodesic is given by c{t) =

satisfying the geodesic equations

(in arc-length paranieterisation)
Vc c = 0,
where c is the tangent vector to c:

the dot denoting differentiation with respect to t.
This equation, using the metric expression in Proposition 3.2.5
turns out to be
« - ?- +

{rifi" = 0.

iii + 2ii) = 0,

which we solve as follows. From the second equation we obtain

(It V (it '
from which we get that
^3

for some complex constant 63.
Substituting this into the first equation of (5.1.1) we obtain

ii-e+bi=0.
This has solution
?«) =

for
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5., 6, sc.

(5.1.1)

We now get that

V=

63 sinh^(62^ + ^1) ’

which we integrate to find the geodesics:
63sinh(62t+ 61)

62 cosh(M + ^1)

for 61,62,63,64 G C. We note that the length of the tangent vector to
the geodesic is the constant i(bl — 62)74.
The geodesic in terms of (/ii,//2) coordinates is given by

Ml — —64 +

M2

62(1 + cosh(62t + 61)]
63 sinh(62t + 61)

63 sinh(62t + 6|)
6364 sinh(62t + 61) + 62(1 — cosh(62/: + 61)]

The tangent vector of the geodesic is

d
(5 \
(
/M ^ + 7^277—),
0^11

0^12/

where.

62(1 + cosh(62t + 61)]
63 sinh^(62t + 61)

Ml

6263 [cosh (62^ + 61) — 1]
/^2 =
Thus for all

(6364 sinh(62t + 61) +62(1 - cosh(62t + 61)])'

t

fil = Cl + C2fli{t) + C3/i^(t),

//.2 = C3 - C2f.l2{t) + Ci^2(^)^

where.

Hbl - 61
Cl

263

C2 = -6364,
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C3 = -77

We conclude from Proposition 4.1.1, that the tangent vector of the
geodesic is the restriction of a Killing vector of G.
We now compute the second fundamental form of the ruled sur
face in

generated by the geodesics of G. In order to simplify the

calculations we first utilise an isometry of U (see Proposition 4.2.2)
with
a = 0,

=

s = 1,

6364

63,

1

This simplifies the geodesic to
sPj

_ smh{b2t ^ 61)
I
?

The map <I> : U x M —>

; ((^,r/),r) i—^

Kn ~ v)

62 cosh(62^ -1- bi
sinh(62^ + bi)
j:^),

1] + 7]
2

^

1
1-^1 cosh r’
2

T]{t) -

where

tanh r / 1
1
2
U ^ 17 ’

^ tanh r
1
^\Cl)'

now yields the parameterisation of the ruled surface S in H^. In par
ticular, we have a surface given by (r, t) 1-^ {x^{r,t),x^{r,t),x‘^{r,t))
which has induced metric
dx^ dx^
9ik — 9ij dyl Qyk
and normal vector N
—
f dx^ dx^
N -dy^ dy"^

dx^ dx^ \ d
dy"^ dy^ J dx^
+ ■

dx^ dx^
\dy^ dy^

dx^ dx^
dy^ dy"^
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dx^ dx^ \ d
dy"^ dy^ J dx^

dx^ dx^ \ d
dy"^ dy^ J dx‘^ ’

= r and

where

— t.

From Definition 2.8.1, the second fundamental form Kab of S is
given by
,

_

dx^ f dNk

dx}

dy°-

dy^

\

dy^

a,b = 1,2,

* ^ ’

where N is the unit normal of S and F^;. are the Christoffel symbols of
the hyperbolic metric g.
After some lengthy calculations, the components of the second fun
damental form of the ruled surface S in
A',

0,

Kff —

Krt

are found to be:

=

2M

IRe[62sinh(62f + 6i)] ^^2
(6^ - b
sinh(62^ +

where
= 2|62|^ coshr’sinh r]Re[cosh(62t + 6j)] — 2|62|^| cosh(62f + bi)\‘^
— 4|62psinh^ r(| cosh(62f + 6i)p + 1)

- I sinh(62f + bi)\‘^{bl + bl) - 2|62p.
Computing the mean curvature of S we get H = g^^K'ab = 0,

hence

every geodesic in L(IHI^) is a ruled minimal surface in H^.
In adit ion, we see that the second fundamental form vanishes when
62 G M or 62 G zM. As noted earlier, the length of the tangent vector
to the geodesic is i(bl — bD/A^ and so the geodesic in L(]HI^) is mill iff
the ruled surface S in

is totally geodesic.
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□

b, real
FIGURE 3

In Figure 3 we show the ruled surfaces generated by two null geo
desics in tha ball model. These geodesics he in the equatorial plane
and correspond to a hyperbolic translation and a hyperbolic rotation.
In Figure 4 we show a non-null geodesic, which generates a hyperbolic
helicoid.

FIGURE 4
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5.2.

Surfaces in L(IHI^)

In this section we investigate oriented geodesic congruences, that is,
surfaces E C L(]HI^), or two parameter families of oriented geodesics in

5.2.1. Coordinates and an adapted frame in

Let (a:°,

be the standard coordinates on the upper half space model of
> 0 and set z —

with

+ ix'^, z — x^ — ix‘^ and t = .r® as in section 3.1.

Consider now a null frame {e(o), e(_|.), e(_)} in

as defined in Def

inition 3.1.5. Such a frame can be easily constructed, since for a given
an orthonornial frame {60,61,62} on
C+) ^

^^2),

we construct a null frame by

e(_) = ^(ci + /62),
^(0) — €’0

Definition 5.2.1. Given a surface E c L(IHI^) an adapted null

frame is a null frame {6(o), e(_|.), 6(_)} such that, for each 7 G E, we
have 6(0) = 7, and the orientation of {e(o), Ke(6(+)), Im(6(+))} is the
standard orientation on

In what follows we consider a locally parameterized surface E C

L(]H13).

Proposition 5.2.1. Let E c L(]HI^) be a surface given locally by

an immersion / : C ^ L(]HI^) : (p, p)

(^(z/, P), 77(p, p)). Then an

adapted null frame {6(o), 6(-|.), 6(_)} is given by
d

Odd
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where
a; = \/2A“^ [d~F{^ dr] + 0fj) — d+F{^dri + ^dfj)) ,

a = 2V2A-'d+F,

6 =-2%/2A-'iFF,

A = d+Fd+F - d-FW7,
(5.2.1)

and
F = ^F'dr] — ^e~^dr] —

d F = ^F'di] —

^di] — e^d In ^ — e ^d In
(5.2.2)

Proof. A parameterized surface E gives (composing with the map
<!> defined by definition 3.1.4) a map
C

X

M —^

: (f, j>, r) i—^ (~(f,

f,

r), 5(z/,

(5.2.3)
Consider now the adapted mill frame {e(o), e(-|.), e(_)} given by Propo
sition 3.1.4, the derivative of the map (5.2.3) gives
d
dr

e(o),

and
d
du

\

6(0)
+ ^ {^e^'df] - ^e~''dri - e^dln^ - e~''d\u^ e(+)

+ ^ {^e'^dr] - ^e~''dfj - e^'dln^ - e~''d\n^) e(_),
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The inverse of the above transformation gives the adapted null frame.

□
We now investigate the local geometry of surfaces in L(IHI^).
Suppose that E is such a surface and {e(o), e(+), e(_)} is an adapted
null frame, and define the two complex scalars:
P =<

e(+),e(o) >,

^ =<

e(+).e(0) >
(5.2.4)

The complex optical scalar hmctkms p and a describe the first order
geometric behaviour of the surface. The real part of p is referred to as
the divergence, the imaginary part is the twist, which is denoted by A,
and a is the shear of the geodesics. They satisfy the Sachs equations
for

[30]:
dp
—
dr

da
= {p + p)<y,
dr

2
- ,
P + aa - 1,

where r is an affine parameter along the geodesics.

(5.2.5)

The following

Proposition shows that if the shear or the twist vanish at some point
of the geodesic, they vanish at every point of the geodesic.
Proposition 5.2.2. Let E be a geodesic congruence where its shear

and twist vanish at some point of an oriented geodesic 7 6 E. The shear
and twist vanish at every point of 7.
Proof. Let p and a be the optical scalars of E defined by (5.2.4).

Let 7 G E be an oriented geodesic, given by 7 = (^(i^, p),r/(p, P)) and
there is an 77 G M such that a{n,P,ro) = 0. We define the function
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a(r) — a(iy, v, r) the restriction of the shear in 7. From Sachs equations
(5.2.5) we have the following expression of the shear:
da
=

.
{P + P)(^-

Since (T(ro) = 0 we obtain the following observation:
d^a
dr^

=0

V/.’ = 0,1,2,...

Then for every r G M the function a{r) = a^u, z/,r) vanishes.
The twist A is the imaginary part of p, that means
d\
dr

I / dp
2i 7^7’

dp
dr

and by Sachs equations (5.2.5) we have:

~

4 (TCT - 1 -

- a<T + 1)

= ^-{P - P){P + P) = ip + p)A.

By similar argument as with the shear, it can be proven that the twist
vanishes all along the geodesic 7 by observing that the first derivative
of A satisfy a similar equation with the shear.

□

Proposition 5.2.3. The optical scalars of a surface (7/, P) h-4 (^(t^, P),
are:

2eA

[(^^7^ + 51n^) d~F — i^dp + 51n^) d+F\ ,
2e-

p= -1 +

A

[(^^7/ + 51n^) 5 F — (^dp + 51n^) (9^F] ,
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P))

where d^F and A are given by (5.2.1) and (5.2.2), and d is differenti
ation with respect to v.

Proof. The Levi-Civita connection of the hyperbolic metric is
torsion-free and so we have the following expression for the Lie de
rivative of e(+) in the e(o) direction
^())e(+) =
Recall the expression for e(+) given in Proposition 5.2.1 and, since
< 6(0) , e(+) >= 0, we find

d
uj = -a < 6(0) , ^

d
< ^(0) ’ ^ ^ •

Therefore, e(+) = aZ+ -f 6Z_ where

y _ d
~ diy

d
d
^
dv
dr

^

y
~

d
dP

^

d
d
’ dP ^ dr

After computing the hyperbolic metric in (iy,r',r) coordinates we find
that
< Z+ , Z+ >= ^d+Fd-F,

< Z+ , Z_ >= I (d^Fd+F + d-Fd-F)

The 6(4.) component of Le(„)6(4_) is a =< Le(„)6(4-) , 6(4.) > and so
1 do?
rv
= 2"^ < 2+ ,

rv

1
rv
^
rv
rr
> +2-^ < Z_ , Z_ > +— < Z+ , Z_ >

After a lengthy computation we find that
cr = 26

r

+ 51n^) d+F
d+Fd+F -d-Fd-F
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□

The scalar p can be found in a similar way.

It’s useful to know p and a in terms of the holomorphic coordinates

Proposition 5.2.4. Let S be a geodesic congruence given by an

immersion / : S —>• L(1H[^) ; (p, p) i—> (/ri(p, p), ^2(^5 p))- The optical
scalars p and a are
(7

8/i2T2l
—

P2^|l + Pi P2\

_
^
8e ^
p= -lA

J2I

r

(It Pip^)"^

l/^2pT'11

-r

:€
jl T pip2\^
(5.2.6)

where
Jki = Qpkdpi - dpudpi

A’, / = 1,2,1,2,

and
J22

-A =
4
|//2p|l + ^lA<2p

Jo21
(l+/OA^2)^

J\2
1/^

_

\P2\^ Jn
\oli^

(l+/0//2)‘^

_2r

_ir.C’

\l+PxP2\^

Proof. This follows from the expressions in Proposition 5.2.3 and

the transformation (3.2.1).

□

Definition 5.2.2. A point 7 on a surface E c L(]HI^) is said to be

a Lagrangian point if /*0 = 0 at 7, where Q is the symplectic 2-forni
on L(IHI^). A surface S C L(H^) is said to be Lagrangian if all of the
points of E are Lagrangian points.

Proposition 5.2.5. A surface E is Lagrangian iff the imaginary
part of p (the twist) is zero.
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Proof. Let / : E ^ L(IHI^); (i^, P)

f),^))

the

immersion of the geodesic congruence.
The twist A == Imp is
A

4z
21
A [(1 + piP2y

->^12

(1 + Ml/^2)^

The symplectic 2-form Q in L(HI^) is given by (3.2.3) and so f*Q is

rn =

----——— — ---- ——— dv t\dv = —A dv A dv.
[{l+p,P2V {l + PiP2y\
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□

The proposition then follows.

Definition 5.2.3. An oriented geodesic congruence is inteyrable
iff locally there exists an embedded surface S in

such that S is

orthogonal to the geodesics of the congruence.
Prorosition 5.2.C. A geodesic congruence E is integrable iff E is
Lagrangian.
Proof. The geodesics are integrable if and only if, in an adapted
frame, [e(+),e(_)] lies in the span of (6(4.), e(_)} (by Frobenius’ theo
rem). But, using the fact that the Levi-Civita connection of the hy
perbolic metric is torsion free,
< [^(+)«^(-)] ’^(0) > =< ^e(^) e(_),e(0) > - <

e(+),e(0) >

= p — p — —2Xi.
Thus integrability is equivalent to the imaginary part of p vanishing,
as claimed.

□
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Proposition 5.2.7. Let S be a Lagrangian surface in L(IHI^) pa

rameterized by (p, p) 1-^ (/ii(p, p),/Z2(p, p))- Then the surfaces 5 C
orthogonal to the geodesics of E are given by the functions r = r(p, p),
which solve:
1^2

diJi2

/il//2 + 1

^2

2dr =

+

^l/i2 + 1 V

A^2 /

(5.2.7)
Here the real constant of integration parameterizes the family of par
allel surfaces orthogonal to the geodesics.

Proof. We consider the integrable geodesic congruence E by the
following immersion / : E —> L(IHI^) : (p, p)
The map

(//(p, p), ^(p, p)).

has the following exi)ression

=n+

tanh r
^ ’

t=

1
1^1 coshr’

(5.2.8)

and apply this at each point (p, p) we obtain the orthogonal surface
5 C

given by the immersion .Y :

: (p, p)

C C

^

(^(p, p)T(f, p)).
The orthogonality condition of the surface 5 to E, implies
Ah

d

, eo ) — ( A* I —^ , eo ) — 0,

(5.2.9)

where A*(5/5p), X^{d/dh>) are sections of the tangent bundle TS^ eo
is the direction of the oriented geodesic (^(p,

p)) and <, > is the

the hyperbolic metric in the upper half space model given by (3.1.4).
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The equation (5.2.9) usingProposition 3.1.4 yields
dfj
dll dr
—= T — T —= = 0

2C

(5.2.10)

2^ CC

Using the change of coordinates from (^, if) to (/l^i, ^2) hi the relation
(5.2.10) we obtain that the function r =
We now assume that the surface S' C
r=

u) satisfies (5.2.7).
parametrised by inserting

in (5.2.8), satisfying (5.2.7). It’s a straightforward compu

tation to show that the parametric surface S in

is orthogonal to

the congruence.

□

Definition 5.2.4. Given an immersion / ; E
the map (tt o /)* : TE

L(IHI^), consider

where tt is projection onto the first

factor of L(IHI^) = P* x P^ — A. The rank of the immersion / at a point
7 G E is defined to be the rank of this map at 7, which can be 0,1 or
2.

No'FE 5.2.1. Alternatively, the rank could be defined by projection
onto the second factor. However, by reversing the orientation of the
geodesics in a geodesic congruence the two definitions would switch. In
what follows we take projection onto the first factor.
A rank 0 Lagrangian surface is a horosphere (see Definition 6.2.2).
A rank 2 surface E, parameterized by /12 = /^2(a^i, Mi), is Lagrangian
iff there is a smooth real function r such that
2d\r =

^lM2

M2(1+MiM2)

+

d\ii2

M2(1+MiA^2)

+

l+M'l/^2’

(5.2.11)
where here di is differentiation with respect to mi141

In the Lagrangian case, the functions

g

and

p

have the following in

terpretation in terms of the second fundamental form of the orthogonal
surfaces in

PROPOsri'iON 5.2.8. Let S C

be a

immersed surface and

E C L(IHI^) be the oriented normal geodesics. Then
P—

~

+ ^2);

(5.2.12)

where Ai and A2 are the principal curvatures of S.

Proof. Let S be a

and let Ni be the

surface immersed in

unit normal 1-form. The second fundamental form is a symmetric two
tensor on S defined by
//., = PtpS/.Nt,
I - j
and P- is orthogonal pro

where V is the Levi-Civita connection on

jection onto the tangent sj^ace of S. Such a symmetric two tensor has
two real eigenvalues, Ai and A2, at each point of S. These are called the
principal curvatures of S and the associated eigen-directions are called
principal directions for the surface. Let {e(i),e(2)} be an orthonormal
eigen-basis for

and then the null frame is e(+) =

Bie(2))P°'

for some angle a. Computing the null frame components of Hij

//,++) =<
H,{+-)

>=r ( + )

>=r,^ (+)0 (-) = -P= -P( )

H+)''

-a
(+) “

^-y-) -
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In terms of the real basis
= |(A, - A2)e 2ia

u = //,++, = 1 (//,„) -

P — ~^(+-) —

(-^^11) + ^^(22)) —

(^1 + ^2) ,

□

as claimed.

The Gauss curvature of 5 is Av = pp — (jcr — 1, and in terms of local
coordinates

P) this is:
,

^21
K = —

A [(1 + pip.2)^

+

J\2

(1 + PiP2y,

(5.2.13)

Definition 5.2.5. A point 7 on a surface E c L(lHl^) is said to be
a complex point if the complex structure J acting on L(IHI^) preserves

TjS. A surface E C L(IHI^) is said to be a complex cui've if all of the
points of E are complex points.

In particular:
Proposition 5.2.9. A point 7 on a surface E is complex iff the

shear vanishes along 7.
Proof. Let /: E ^ L(IHl^): (p, h) 1—> (/ii(p, p), P2(g p)) he the

smooth immersion of E in L(lHl^). We consider the derivative of the
immersion df: TE ^ TL(IHI^). Let j be a conformal structure on E
compatible with p. We define the sections
and 6-f e

{E)

f G A^®(E) 0 r^°L(lHl^)

by
d f = :^{df + S odf o j).
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Then 6'^ f A 6~ f £ A^(S)(8) clet T^®L(]HI^) works out to be
6'^ f A 6~ f — Judv A di>.

Now, a point is conii)lex iff this 2-form vanishes. On the other hand
we have
S112J1:

8//2 J2
/r2A|l +/ii/i2p

^2A|1 +/xi/r2p’

□

and hence the proposition follows.

Theorem 5.2.1. Let E be a surface in L(HI^). The induced metric
is Lorentz (degenerate, Riemannian) iff \a\'^ —

> 0 (= 0, < 0), where

A and a are the twist and the shear of the geodesic congruence E.
Proof. Let / be the smooth immersion like before with local com
plex coordinate

u. We

have seen that the twist and the shear are given

by
a=

8^2-^2

A=

4?
A

J2I
(1-(-/^i//2)^

J12

(l + A^i/^2)^.

Therefore we oljtain
cr

-A" =

16
A2

4
(1 -|-/il/X2)'^

+

4 (J12T21 — 1^21-^12)
p^\2
+
(l+/Xl/i2)‘^
11+^1^21^^

Pulling back the metric G, to E and computing the determinant
detrG = -E(H^-A2).

□

and the theorem follows.
W'e have the following corollary:
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Corollary 5.2.1. The induced metric on a Lagrangian surface in
L(IHI^) is either Lorentz or degenerate, the latter occurring at umbilic
points on the orthogonal surfaces in M^.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2.5 a Lagrangian surface has A = 0, and
so by the preceding theorem E is Lorentz or degenerate, according to
whether a is non-zero or zero. By Proposition 5.2.8 a point on the
orthogonal surface at which cr = 0 is an umbilic point: Ai = A2. The
result follows.

□

Similarly, we have:
Corollary 5.2.2. The induced metric on a complex curve E in
L(]HI^) is either Riemannian or degenerate, the latter occurring at Lagrangian points on E.
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CHAPTER 6

Surface Theory in
In this chapter, we give some applications to surface theory in
using the minitwistor space L(IHI^). In section 6.1 we give a new char
acterization of the Weingarten condition for surfaces in

In section

6.2 we study the totally null surfaces in L(]HI^). The tangent spaces of
totally null surfaces are either self-dual («-planes) or anti-self-dual (/?planes) and so we consider cv-surfaces and /3-surfaces which we classify
in this section. Finally, in sections 6.3 and 6.4 we recover the holomorphic constructions of fiat and CMC 1 surfaces in

6.1.

respectively.

Weingarten surfaces

Definition 6.1.1. A surface S in

is said to be Weingarten if the

eigenvalues Ai, A2 of the second fundamental form of S are functionally
related [44]:
dXi A dX2 = 0.

Theorem 6.1.1. Let 5 C

be a

smooth oriented surface and

S C L(IHI^) be the Lagrangian surface formed by the oriented geodesics
normal to S. Assume that the metric

induced on E by the neutral

Kahler metric is non-degenerate. Then S is Weingarten iff the Gauss
curvature of Gs is zero.
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Proof. First assume that the normal geodesic congruence E is of
rank 2 (see Definition 5.2.4) and so is locally parameterized by //i i-)Ml))- Our first task is to find the Gauss curvature K of the
geodesic congruence. The induced metric g, computed by pulling back
(3.2.4) to E, is:
g = Gs = 2 Im

(1 +

{1 + f.iig.2y
(6.1.1)

where d,d are differentiation with respect of gi,gi respectively. By
Projjosition 5.2.5 the Lagrangian condition is Im p = 0 and so by
equation (5.2.6)
dfi-z

dg2

(l+//lP2)^

(l+/^l/^2)'^

(6.1.2)

Thus the induced metric on a Lagrangian surface simplifies to
g = -i

dn2

2

^A^2

(l+Pl/i2)“

,-2

(1+Pl/J2)^

The Christoffel symbols Tf of the metric Ge are
dg2
(1 + Pl/i2)^

ill —
- -d
2^ In

ill = -d
2"^ In

_ (1 + PlP2)^ ^
In
'' “
2dfi2
1

9^2
(1 +//.iP2)^

9^2
(1 + P1P2)'

Set
9^2
(1 + /iiP2)^’
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(6.1.3)

so that the induced metric on E is
g = -i{(jQdg\ - dodjl^),
and the Christoffel symbols can be written
pi _ dcfQ
~ 2cro’

pi _ _ d(jQ
” ~ 2(70

pi _ dao
“
2cro’

The only non vanishing components of the Riemann tensor turn out to
be
^^1111 =

_ (<9c>'o)^ -

- d'^Go) + j

dGpdGQ

ctq

d’o

For a 2-diniensional surface, we have the following relation that gives
the Gauss curvature K:
f^abcd

—

{(JacQbd

daddbc)-

Using the above relation we obtain
y _ ^ilil _
^
p
tv —-------- — -j—j^ttini ,
9ng\\
kor
and so
K=

4|cro|'

2(aVo - d^Go) +

[dG^Y

-

ctq

OgoOgo

[OgoY - OgoOgo

C’-Q
(6.1.4)

If (Jo = 0 then the induced metric vanishes, and we therefore exclude
this case and assume that Gq Y
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Now set
PQ =

dp2
{\ + II1II2Y'

(6.1.5)

Since E is Lagrangian, po is real function. Differentiating (6.1.3) and
(6.1.5), we obtain
^

_
^

ddp2
(1+A^iA^2)^

2jlidp2dp2
+ PlP2)^

'2n2dp2
(l + Al/^2)^

_
ddfi2
2p.idp2dp2
“ (l+/ll/i2)2 ~ (iT^’

and therefore we have estal:)lished the identity:
,0:^
O
,
2^2
Oao — opo + —, — — A» •
1 + P2

:6.1.6)

We have seen that the Gauss curvature (6.1.4) has a term with sec
ond order derivatives of (Tq and do. We can reduce the order of the
derivatives using (6.1.6):
d'^ao = ddpo+d

h^2
Po
1 + 4/1P2

c)^(T{) = ddp()-\-d

2p,
po
1 ff P1P2

and subtracting we obtain
(9^(7o — d^ao = 2

P2
P2
-dao ■dar
1 + P1P2
1 + P1P2

We now substitute the above into the expression (6.1.4) and obtain the
Gauss curvature of E:
K=

Po

-177?.

P2dao
1 -h P1P 2
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1 (^ctq)^ - ddodao
4

Denote the Gauss curvature of the orthogonal surface S in

by k. If

K = 0 then we have from equation (5.2.13) in graph coordinates that
= 0. Then, by expression (6.1.5) we have that po = 0 and from
the identity (6.1.6) we conclude that dao = 0. Substituting this in the
expression above for A', we have K = 0 and the surface in L(IHI^) is
scalar flat, as claimed.
Now assume that k ^ 0. If Ai,A2 are the eigenvalues of the 2nd
fundamental form, then Av = A1A2 — 1. From (5.2.12) we obtain
Icrp \

, / p + 1\

Ad

(Ai — A2)(Ai — 1)(A2 — 1)
dXi A cl\22(AiA2-1)-'

-

\ ^
Observe that, on an open set.
d(

Ad^"^^ I =0

iff

dAiAdA2 = 0,

and therefore a necessary and sufficient condition for the the surface S
to be Weingarten is
1 Arf

rfl

+ 1

= 0.

We are ready now to prove our result. We need to show that
rfl

'2^

1 Arf

^p+1

(X Kdfii A dpi-

Expressing the Gauss curvature k of S, and p,a in terms of po,cro
16

A=-1-^(Ao
_ 8^2(1 + P1P2)
P2^(1+PiP2)
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_Jp£_^-2r
1 + PlP2|^

then
\a\

ko|‘
4pJ ’

P+ 1 ^
K

-2r

^1
2
2 |1 +

epo

Computing the derivatives of the above we oljtain
d

Po^|P2|^e

p+ 1

c>Po ,

|1 + plP2p

2p2

\ ,

Po

c^|(JoP - 2|cTop—) dpi

Po /

(2p^)-^ ,

and hence we find
dI

uT \
/p + 1\
1 Ad
V K 7

|P2|^ko|^
:Kdfii A dpi .
2/e2^pJ|l+ P1P2P

Therefore the surface S is Weingarten iff K = 0.
Now suppose that E C L(1H[^) is of rank 1, with immersion / : E —^
L(IH[^) : ly = u + iv

^ ( , v)). The induced metric g = f*G

1 12 11

has components

9uu

—

9uv

—

^

^uPi^uP2
.(1 + Pl/^'2)^
I

—

■

^UU ^

Q

9vu

dugidug2
(1 + PlP2)^J

0u9i^v92

_(l + PiP2)^

dulJ\dyg2

(l + Pi/A

with inverse metric
^gVU

9ui
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(6.1.7)

The only non-vanishing Christoffel symbols are:
Ku =

+

Ku =

1

pv

^ uv

\a'"’du9uu -

a

2^

C=

(6.1.8)

From equation (2.5.7) we obtain the Gauss curvature

K

of the surface

E, which is
—

^VUVU

^'^{9liu9vv

9vu9vu)

9vu^^ ’

(6.1.9)

But we know that
f^vwvu

9vi^ux'u

9vuf^m

and after a l)rief computation we find that
(9 -Ir“
■' ^UVU = '~^v
UU '

(6.1.10)

We first find F^^^. From the exi)ressions (6.1.8) for the Christoffel sym
bols we need to find
^

du9uv

=

9uv,u

and

dy9uu = 9uu,v

r dl^iidyjlo

dufiidydyR2 _ du9^^dafi,2dyfi2 _ {duiJiydyfif

_(l+/q/52)^

(1+^iM2)^

+ 9192)^

while.
du9i^udyfj.2 _ dyii\du92dv92
2^9uu,v

9lfi2Y

(l+/ii/l2)^

Thus
du9uv

1

rf^v9uu

2

Iia

dl^idyfR
- \2
L(l+Pi/i2)^
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{du9\YdyJil
/'ll
- ^3
(1 +/ii/i2)'^ J

9192)^ _

Now, the Lagrangian condition is:
1-^2

^ul^\^v

which when applied to (6.1.7) gives
(1 + Pi//2)^ _

9

(1 + /ii/i2)^

idufiidyfl2

idufiidvf.i2

Finally,
ri = <rdu<juv - \g"d,g^u
= —Me

dhii
Pu9l

2^20u9\ \
1+ Ml P'2/

Now if we derive the above expression with respect on f, we get:
pu ^ _io (_ 2p,2^uMi

2 ^

a,/7i

1 + /i,/72 ” 1 + 9x92

-Q (‘^92du9x ^ ‘292du9x \
\ 1 + 9x92
1 + 9x92 )
.

(^v92^u9x

dyf-i2dy9i

— \o '
(1 + MiM2)‘^
(1 + 9\92Y
=

0.

From (6.1.10) we have that R^yy = ^^F^^ = 0, and so Ryuvu —
QyuRuvu —

Therefore the Gauss curvature K given is
T'

Rvuvu

A =----- = 0.
9iv

n

Thus E is scalar flat.
\\h now prove the converse: that if E C L(HI^) is a Lagrangian
surface of rank 1, then its orthogonal surface S' C
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is Weingarten.

Let Ai,A2 be the principal curvatures of S. Then by Proposition
5.2.8
K — A1A2 — 1

\<^\ =

- -'jI.

(6.1.11)

where k is the Gauss curvature of S and a is the shear of S.
Since E is assumed to be of rank 1, it is given by yUi = ii\{u) and
We know that the shear is

(7 =

8/^2 ^2 i

Ai2A|l +

and therefore
64J21-^12
IQ dulJ^idu^iidy^i2dvH2
A'^|l +A2
|l + p,i/i2|‘^
(6.1.12)
On the other hand, the Gauss curvature k of S is
■>^21
J12
+
A [(1 + /7ip.2)^
(l+p.l/i2)^
_8
A

idufiidyii2

2(l + Pi/r2)^

^

idufiidy^2

2(1 +/ii/i2)^ J

Si dufiidy^2
r,„V2
A(l + /ii//2)'

which gives
64 duii\dyfi2 du^i\dy^2
A2 (1 + /ii/i2)2 (1 + H\fl2Y
64 duliidyj:L2 dujlidyii2
A2 (1 + /ii/12)^ (1 + 1^11^2^
64 duH\dyfL2duiiidyfi2
A2
|l+p,i/l2|‘^
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(6.1.13)

From (6.1.12) and (6.1.13) we observe that

= 4|crp and substituting

their expressions given in (6.1.11) we obtain
(A1A2 — 1)^ = (Ai — A2)^,
or
(Ai — l)(Ai + 1)(A2 — 1)(A2 + 1) — 0.
Therefore the surface S is Weingarten and this completes the rank 1
case.
A rank 0 I;agrangian surface is a horosphere, on which the metric is
rlegenerate, and so we have completed the proof of the stated result.
6.2.

□

Totally null surfaces

In this section, we investigate the totally null surfaces in L(H)^.
That is, we find the surfaces in L(]HI^) whose tangent planes are totally
null, as defined in section 2.12.
Consider pi, /r2 the holomorphic coordinates on

x

— A defined

by (3.2.1) with respect of the complex structure J defined on Definition
3.2.2. In these local coordinates the neutral Kahler metric G and the
symplectic form Q on P^ x P^ — A are given by (3.2.4) and (3.2.3)
respectively.
Proposition 6.2.1. A double null basis for (L(1HI^),G) is

=

0^ = Im

d/ii

dii2

1 + P1M2

1 +

dfii
1 + /riP2

dii2
1 + /^iM2

02 =

0“^ = Im
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dll]
1

+ 111II2

dll]
1 + IL1IL2

+

dii2
1

+ M1M2

dll-.
1 + II1II2

Proof. A straight-forward computation shows that
ds^ = e’ ® 0-' -

0

□

as claimed.

The coordinate expressions for self-dual and anti-self-dual 2-forms on
L(IHI^) are easily found to be:
Proposition 6.2.2. U u e A2(L(H3)) = A2_(L(1HI3)) © A?.(L(]HI3)),

with a; = u;+ -f u;_, then
UJ+

dfii A dfi2 , ,
. , d/A A d^2 ,
^
= (ui-f/Ci)------ r----- ^ + (ai-zci),^
_----- ^+2DiMe

1+

|1 + /A/Ap

dpiAdpi
dp,2Adp2
it
u;_ = -i{a.2-\-C2)-r——------ --/(a2-C2)7 ::------ --2b2hn

l+/il^X2p

|1 +/AP2p

di^ii A djl2

(1 + /AA^'2)^J ’
dp,i A dfL2

[(1 + /A//2)^J ’

for Ui, rt2, ^1, ^2, CuC2 G M.

Proof. Sui)i)ose u g A^(L(H^)), with uj = uj+ -f a;_, where uj+ G

A'^(L(IHI^)) while cu- G A^(L(IHI^)). Consider the double null basis {0*}
for (L(IHI^),G) given in Proposition 6.2.1.
From Proposition 2.12.1, there exist Ui, 6i, Ci, 02, ^>2, C2 G R such
that
u;+ = ai0^ A 02 +

A 0^ + Ci(0' A 0^ - 0^ A 0^),

u;_ = ^20^ A 0^ + 626^ A 0^ + C2(0^ A 0“^ + 02 A 0^),

on which the Proposition 6.2.1 gives the result as claimed.
A well-known result of Penrose states:
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□

Theorem 6.2.1. [8] [29] The a-siirfaces of a neutral Kahler 4-inanifold
{M,G) are integrable iff {M,G) is anti-self-diial.
The neutral metric on L(]HI^) is anti-self-dual, indeed, it is confor
mally flat, and so there exists a-surfaces in L(]HI^). We now classify
the a-siirfaces in L(IHI^). Before doing so, let us introduce some more
terminology.
Definition 6.2.1. Given a point p G

radius Tq and centre p is the surface in

the geodesic sphere of

obtained by flowing a distance

To along all oriented geodesics through p.
The geodesic spheres have the following useful characterization:
Proposition 6.2.3. The oriented normals to a geodesic sphere

with centre {tQ,Zo) in the upper half space model are given by the
solution set of:
'0A^iM2 + (^0 + -o~o)/^2 — A^i — ^0 — 0.

(6.2.1)

Proof. Let {f,?]) be an oriented geodesic which is normal to a

geodesic sphere in

with centre {to,Zo). Then there exists Tq G M

such that (c./. equation (3.1.5))
to

|1

jjiiP2\

—

21 ^21 cosh To

-0 —

1

—

Pill2

,

/

1

2/^2

+

1^11^2

2/^2

tanhro .
(6.2.2)

It is easy now to show that (6.2.2) implies (6.2.1)
Conversely, suppose (6.2.1) holds for an oriented geodesic 7 =
{pi,p.2)- Using the coordinate change (3.2.2) from {^1,^2) to (G
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the relation (6.2.1) becomes:

C(2o - r?) - <^(^0 -v) +

( 4 + ko -

1 =0

Since
^{zo-7])-^{zo-r]) e iR

1

and

+ l^o - r/p - ^ ) G M,
1^^

we obtain

^(-0

^0

+

(6.2.3)

-v)^ ^i-o- n)

1-0

-

if

-

=

(6.2.4)

0

Tims ^{zq — i]) is real, and, by the relation (6.2.4) (using the fact to > 0),
we have

K(j„ - v)r < 1,
and therefore there is

tq

G

M such that
(6.2.5)

C(-o - ^) = tanhro.

Substituting (6.2.5) into (6.2.4), and nsing again the fact to > 0 we
obtain
io

1
1^1 cosh To

Therefore (to,2o) G 7 (c./.

or

zo = 7] +

equation (3.1.5)) and hence 7 belongs to

the sphere in L(]HI^) with centre (to, Zq).
If we fix a point /io on

tanh To
^

□

(considered as the boundary of the ball

model of H^) and look at all of the oriented geodesics that end at /io,
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we obtain a surface in L(IH'^) that is readily found to be Lagrangian.
The orthogonal surfaces in

are well-known;

Definition 6.2.2. A horosphere is a surface in

whose oriented

normals end (or begin) at the same point on Ph
We now establish:
Theorem 6.2.2. An immersed surface S in L(IHI^) is an a-surface

iff E is the oriented normal congruence of
(1) a geodesic sphere, or
(2) a horosphere, or
(3) a totally geodesic surface
in

.
Proof. Straightforward calculations verify that the oriented nor

mal congruence to the three listed classes of surfaces are holomorphic
and Lagrangian.
Conversely, assume that S is a holomorphic and Lagrangian. If it
is of rank 0, then it is a horosphere.
Suppose then that the surface is of rank 1. Thus locally the surface
can be parameterized by i/ — u + iv

fi2{u,v)). A sraightfor-

ward computation shows that
^21

Holomorphicity implies that J21 = 0, and so either dufii — 0 or dyjl2 =
0. Thus, either the surface is not of rank 1, or it is not immersed,
respectively.
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Now assume that the surface is of rank 2 and parameterize the
surface S with //i. The vanishing of the shear implies that /i.2 is a
holomorphic function of pi. Thus, about any given 7 G S, it can be
expanded in a power series:
(6.2.6)

p.2 =
n=0

where An are complex numbers. The Lagrangian condition (6.1.2) says
that
(1 + Pl/l2)^^M2 = (1 + MlM2)^<9/l2Inserting the series (6.2.6) in this, the holomorphic terms lead to the
following relation:
CSO

Ai — Ti +

[(^ + l)^r7+i + 2nAnAo + (n — l)An-\A^ /r” = 0.

Thus A[ is real and we get the recursion relations
(77

+ 1).4„,4.i + 2nAnAo + (n — \)An-\^ = 0

n = 1, 2, 3,...

It can be easily proven by induction that this is equivalent to

A, = (-l)"-M^^4l,
for any n = 1,2, 3,..., and therefore
ii2 = Aa + Y,(-ir-'Ar'A,ii'i =
n=l

where

Aq G

4lo

+ (^0^0 + A\)^\

1+
(6.2.7)

C and Ti G M.
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If Ai > 0, E is a geodesic sphere with centre (^Oj^o) with
\/^

^0
^0

—

to —
Ai + AqAq

Ai + AqAq

as can be seen by inserting (6.2.7) in (6.2.1).
On the other hand, if

= 0, S is clearly a horosphere because

ll2 — Aq.
We now prove that if /4i <0 then there exists an orthogonal surface
in

which is totally geodesic.
For the line Lagrangian geodesic congruence given by (6.2.7), the

orthogonal surfaces in

are obtained by integrating in (5.2.11), which

yields
2/’ — In I Aq + {Ai + AQAo)f.ii

+ C,

(6.2.8)

where C G M. The divergence can now be computed by (5.2.6) and the
result is;
.4ie^ + 1

obtained by setting C = — ln(—Ai)

Thus the orthogonal surface in

in (6.2.8) is totally geodesic, since both a and p vanish.

□

Note: In proving the preceding, we have established the well known
classification of totally umbilic surfaces in

[37].

We now find the /3-surfaces in L(IHl^).
Theorem 6.2.3. Let E be a /3-surface in L(IHI^). Then E is a piece
of a torus, up to isometry is either
(1)

where

c

or
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(2) Cl X C2 C

X

- A, where Ci is a circle given by the

intersection of the 2-sphere and a plane containing the north
pole, and C2 is the image of Ci under reflection in the horizontal
plane through the origin.

Proof. Let / : E —^ L(IHI^) be an immersed /3-surface. Then for
every anti-self-dual 2-form a;_ we have f*uj_ = 0. Then we obtain the
following equations
A d/q) == 0

(6.2.9)

/*(d/i2 A d/z-i) = 0,

/ d/q A d^2 _ dpi A d/q ^
^ V(l+/^ld2)^
(1+MiM2)V

■

The first equation of (6.2.9) implies that the map {'ll,v)

^

i—>

pi(tqu)

.
^

is

not of maximal rank and since it cannot be of rank zero (otherwise E
would be an O'-surface) it must be of rank 1. By the implicit function
theorem either
Pi(rqu) =/ii(u,u(u)) or pi(u, u) = pi(u(r;), u).
Without loss of generality, we will assume the former: pi = pi(u).
Similarly, the second equation of (6.2.9) implies that
P2(w, v) = P2(w, viu)) or P2(w, v) = ^2{uiv), v).
Here, we must have /i2 = ^2(^)7 or else the surface E would be singular.
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The equation (6.2.10) yields
ln/i2 - \nfL2 + ln(l + /iiM2) - ln(l + A^i/^2) = hi{u) + h2{v),
(6.2.11)

In/I] - In/ii + ln(l +

^1122) -

ln(l +

fiij22) = U)i{u)

+ u>2(u),
(6.2.12)

for some complex functions hi, ^2, Wi, W2If hk =
0.2

= «2(^)i

for k = 1,2, where Ui = ai(u), 0i = 4>i{u) and
4>2

— (p2{v) are real functions, we obtain
hi{u) = ini

h2{u) = ia2.

By a similar argument, there are real functions bi = bi{u) and 62 =
b2{'tj) such that (6.2.11) and (6.2.12) become
hip.2 - hih2 + ln(l + hih2) - ln(l + ^1^2) =

+ «2(^)),
(6.2.13)

In/Ti - In/ni + ln(l + 1^11.12) - hi(l + 1211^2) = i{bi{ii) + b2{v)),

(6.2.14)
Finally from combining equations (6.2.13) and (6.2.14) we have
In ( !
= -2i{f{u) + g{v)).
\1 Tpi/i2/

We are thus led to consider the curves Ci,C2 on
non-constant functions

: R —> 5^ : u
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given locally by

ini{u) and fi2 ■ ^ ^

:

V ^ 1^-2(v)

which satisfy
1 + IJ.ifl2 = (1 +

for / = f{u) and g = g{v).
If we switch to polar coordinates
Pi =

and

g2 =

this reduces to
sin[/(w) + g{v)] =-- Xi{u)X2{v) sin[0i(rO - f{u) - e2{v) - g{v)].
(6.2.15)
By a rotation we can set g2 to zero for some v = Vq, that is, A2(i;o) =
0. We find from equation (6.2.15) that
sin[/(n) + ^/(i;o)] = 0,
and so letting

— p(0), we conclude that / = —go. Putting this back

into (6.2.15) we have
sin[(/(u) - ^o] = Ai(u)A2(u)sin[Pi(u) - 6'2(u) - g{v) + go].
(6.2.16)
Thus for a fixed u = iio we have
Ai(iio)A2(^) sin[Pi(uo) - ^2(^) - g{v) + go] =
Ai(u)A2(u)sin[6>i(ii) - e2{v) - giv) + go],
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or, for

V ^ Vq

Xi{iLo) sin[6>i(uo) -

02

{v) - g{v) + ^o] =

(6.2.17)

Xi{u) sin[0i(w) -92{v) - g{v) + go].
Differentiating this relationship with respect to v yields
Ai(no) cos[^i(zio) - 92{v) - g{v) + go]dy{e2 + g)

= Xi{ii) cos[6'i(k) - e2{v) - g{v) + go]dy(02 + g).
(6.2.18)
If dy{d2+g) ^ 0, then we can cancel this factor and square both sides
of equations (6.2.17) and (6.2.18) to find that Ai = Ai(wo)- However,
from the functional relation in equation (6.2.16), this means that 9\ is
also constant. Thus //i would be constant, which is not true.
We conclude that dy{92 + g) = 0, or equivalently, g{v) = —92{v)+g\.
Substituting this back into equation (6.2.16) we have
sin[6*2(r^) + Co] = Xi{u)X2{v) sin[6'i(u) + Co],
where Co = go- giOne solution of this equation is 9\ = 92 = —Co, which is the case
S = L(IHI^), where

C

sin[02(^^) + Co]

A2(^^)

Otherwise, we can separate variables
Ai(u) sin[6*i(w) + Co] = Ci / 0.
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This yields
Ml

M2

siii[^i(u) + Co]

By a rotation of

sin[02(^) +
Cl

we can set Co to zero, and with a natural choice of

parameterization of the curves, the final form is
Cl 6*^
Ml = sm u

M2 =

sinue^^
Cl

for u, u G [0, 27r).
These are the tori of part (2) in the statement. To see that are
circles note that if we view 5"^ in
X =

M bM
1 + ///I

y=
'

given by

-i(M - m)
1 + /-ll-l

1 - nfL
1+

then the first curve parameterizes the intersection of 5^ with the plane
y + Ci(2: — 1) = 0, while the second is the intersection with the plane
y — Ci(2: + 1) — 0.

In the ball model of

D

these 2-parameter families of geodesics

can be visualized as the set of geodesics that begin on a circle on the
boundary and end on another circle of the same radius on the boundary
the two circles having a single point of intersection, as illustrated below
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5

6.3.
Definition 6.3.1. A

Flat surfaces

surfaceSin

is flat if the Gauss curvature

H. of S is zero.
Theorem 6.3.1. Let S be an oriented

in

smooth immersed surface

with normal geodesic congruence S. Assume that the metric Ge

induced on E by the neutral Kahler metric is non-degenerate.
Then S is flat iff E is of rank two and if it is parameterized by
p.2 =

fflen /i2 is an anti-holomorphic function of fii.

Proof. In this case, the Lagrangian condition for E is
_
(l+/ll/i2)^

Ji2
(l+/il/l2)^’

and then, by equation (5.2.13), the Gauss curvature ti oi S
^ 16
J2l
A (1 -h flita2)^
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Therefore the vanishing of the Gauss curvature is equivalent to J2\
being zero. Assuniing that E is of rank 1, the geodesic congruence can
be parameterized by

= /Lii(u) and ^2 =

The vanishing of

J21 implies that dyjl2 = 0 and therefore 1^2 — l^2{u) which implies that
the metric

is degenerate, which is a contradiction.

Therefore S is of rank two and then it can be parameterized by ^2 =
^2(^15/^1)- The vanishing of J21 implies that fi2 is an anti-holomorphic
function of /ii. The inverse is obvious.
We can see as well that if a Lagrangian geodesic congruence has an
orthogonal flat surface in

then all of its orthogonal surfaces are flat.

□

6.4.

Surfaces of constant mean curvature 1

is of constant mean curva

Definition 6.4.1. A surface is S in

ture 1 (CMC 1) if the mean curvature of S is equal to 1. Equivalently,
the divergence is p = —1.
We now prove:
Theorem 6.4.1. An immersed Lagrangian surface given by p2 =

//2(Mt/4i) has an orthogonal CMC 1 surface if and only if do is holomorphic, where
c^o

dp-.
(1 +/i,l/X2)2

Prooe. Let S be an oriented

smooth surface with constant

mean curvature H=\. Let S C L(IHI^) be the oriented normal geodesic
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congruence to S. Then, since E is Lagrangian, by Proposition 5.2.7
there exists a function r : E ^ M satisfying (5.2.11).
Now, being CMC 1 implies, from p = —I and the expression (5.2.6),
dp2
{i + PiP2y

IM2|^
e""" = 0,
\i + piP2\^

which can be integrated to
r=

1

f\l + p,ip2\‘^

In I ----^----Pq
2 \
\P2\^

Inserting this in (5.2.11) we obtain
i;,!

/

dp2

+ M1M2P

+ 1)

+

dp.'^
A^2(/^iA<2 + 1)

^^2
(A'iM2 + 1)
(6.4.1)

On the other hand, if a given Lagrangian surface E satisfies the
condition (6.4.1), then from (5.2.11) we have
2dr = -din (

,

l/^2p

and hence
1 ,

|1 + /^lA^2p

, ,

c is real constant. We thus obtain an orthogonal surface S to the
geodesic congruence E, parameterized by r with c = 0. This surface is
CMC 1.
Therefore a Lagrangian geodesic congruence p2 = l^2{l^\^ P\) has an
orthogonal CMC 1 surface if and only if (6.4.1) is satisfied. Now we
prove that (6.4.1) is equivalent to Bctq = 0.
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The relation (6.4.1) ean be written
1 + /il/i2
1+
_ ,
-po H------- z----- ctq +
1+
M2
M2

1^2 +

H\dll2

1 + III fl2

PO

1 + M1M2

P2

P2

Using (6.1.6) we get
I + M1M2

, I + U1P2.-

,

P2

_

- /I , -

------------------ PoH----------- 1-------- CTo + z—^--------- z“ —

P2

P2

P2
1 + II1IL2

I+II1P2

‘^P2
— { dan-po
Po \
1 + P1P2

^

n ,

- A-

PiP2)Po~ Pi{^^ P\P2)<^0
dp2 ^
P2
P2

Caneelling terms using the definitions (6.1.3) and (6.1.5), we find that
dan = 0.

□
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